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VICTOR PENTO

Ihe Economic [risis Ieepens
The maiority of the American people are being increasingly hurt

by the capitalist world's most serious economic crisis since the 1930s.
Key data, through March 1975, are shown in the table.

The 14 per cent decline in industrial production registered by
March already exceeds the previous maximum decline sinee World
War II. The underreported B million people and 8.7 per cent of.the
labor force unemployed in March are. record highs for the postwar
period. And one must especially note the Black unemployment rate,
officially reported at 14.2 per cent, but estimated by the National
Urban League at a terrible 28 per cent.

The 11 per cent decline in real spendable earnings of employed
workers by March 1975 is not only several times more severe than
any earlier postwar decline; it was equalled but not exceeded only
once before in U.S. history, between 1929 and 1933, the peak and
trough of the Great Crisis of the 1930s.

The counterpart of the cument decline in real uages was the un-

Data on the Economic Crisis

November 1973
Peak

Industrial production
( 1967:100) L27.5

Unemployment (in thousands) 4,254
Real spendable weekly earnings,

(1967 dollars)i 97.50 (70172)
Ratio of price to unit labor costs

in manufacturing (1967:100) 1W5 116.8 +9
Consumer price index

( 1967:100)

26

O\)

March Percent
L975 Change

109.6 -L47,980 +88

86.76 -11

137.6 r.s7.8 +15
New housing starts, private,

annual rate (in thousands) 2,540 (2172) gSO -62
Sales of new domestic autos,

annual rate (in millions) 11.0 6.2 -4
All data, from standard government sources, are seasonally adjusted.
sEmployed non-farm worker with 3 dependents.
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prccedenteil rapid rise in corporate profits during tlw first threa
qua.rters of crisis d,ownturn, from an after tax annual rate of $78.2
billion in the fourth quarter of 1973 to $94.3 billion in the third
quarter of 1974, an increase of 29 per cent. This means an increase

of about 17 per cent in real terms. This is in especially marked con-

trast to the normal cyclical order, when proffts start downward be-
fore production and decline faster than production.

The combination of falli,ng real usages and rapidly rising profits
signifies an extreme inuease in the rate of erploitation of l,abor.

This is measured in another way by the Commerce Departnent's
index of the ratio of price to unit labor cost in manufacturing, even

though that index is constructed so as to minimize the increase in
the rate of exploitation. During the 20 years from 1958 to LWZ it
showed only a slight upward trend, from above 90 to under 100

early in 1972. But then it iumped to a peak of 121.6 in November
L974, one year after the start of the crisis downturn.

One consequence of this superexploitation is the obscene spec-

tacle of the boom of luxury consumption by the rich in the midst of
the crisis. The wealthy are buying a thousand Cadillacs a day, up
44 per cent to an all-time April record, while hundreds of thou-
sands of auto workers are iobless because of the prolonged decline
in the mass car market. "One of the hottest items on the real estate
market these days is the $100,000 house (while) hundreds of thou-
sands of homes in the $35,000 to $60,000 price range are standing
empty . . . because there are no buyers" (New York Times, April 5,

r.e75).
But another anil more lasting consequence is that this cornpli,cates

and tends to prolong the process of ooercoming the crisis of ooer-
production and the erxuing depressi,on period.

To understand this, we must refer to the basic t}eme of Man:
"The ultimate reason for all real crises always remains the poverty
and restricted consumption of the masses as opposed to the drive of
capitalist production to develop the productive forces as though only
the absolute consuming power of society constihrted their limit."
(Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. III, International Publishers, New York,
1967, p. 484.)

At a certain stage this contradiction makes it impossible for the
capitalists to sell the goods produced at the previous rate of profft,
and a crisis follows which acts as a violent cathartic, temporarily
resolving the accumulated contradictions and preparing the way for
a new uptum.

This cathartic acts essentiallg by destroying capital values, and

p-reparing the conditions for a restoration of the rate of profft on
the reduced capital. At the same time t},e sustained prirchasing
pow:r of some segments of the population, the appearante of nei
markets and areas of investrnent,-the need to replace worn out ma-
chinery with new models provide a fresh stimuhis to production.

. Because^proffts went so_ high, capital invesknent and capacity
i,ncreased, for almost a full year after the mass consumer market
tu*:9 down owing to the reitricted purchasing power of the work_
ers. Huge excesses of capacity, huge excess stoikiiles of goods were
accumulated. It will take a long lime to work 

-otr 
""origt 

of this
excess to provide the basis for a revival. Inventories started to de-
cline only in the ffrst quarter oJ lg75. In the ffrst three postwar crises,
inventory reduction continued twice for four quarters,- and once for
three quarters. This would seem to set a minirrium time requirement.
rndeed, the First National cit-y Bank suggests that inventor], hquida-
{on may 'tlow the rec-ov9r-y_'. throughou[ 1975 and L976. 

"(Minthry
Econornic Letter, March Ig7E. )

-An 
important part of the destruction of capital values in a crisis

of overproduction consists of the reduction if prices of stocks of
commodities. However, owing- to the extreme degiee of monopoliza-
tion in the united States, Td th" support of mJnopoly price'struc-
tures by the governmen! the reductioi in prices of 

"o*l"odities 
is

9,""yr"9 very slowly and unevenly. Financial iournals are stressing
the iuccess" of metals corporations, for exampie, in cutting producl
tion rather-tha-n prices. And worker-"orrrr-"ri are hard rit'ry *re
seemingly inexhaustible ability of the food monopolies to continue
ytcfedr.rS up the prices of tLeir products in the face of declining
tarm prices.

Thus the corrective efiect of the crisis decrine is relatively weak,
tending to prolong_ the agony of adjustrnent. similar.ry, the Lraking
3trect -of 

maintained purcliasing power of part of the working peoplE
is weaker than usual.

In past crises employment and purchasing power of workers in
non-commodity 

-producing sectors, ind of rihiie conar and super-
yitoZ personnel generally, were relatively well sustained. This is
Iess the case now. since last fall, employment in the private non-
commodity producing sectors and factory'employment o'f white col-
Iar and. supervisory personnel have been decrining. This has been
nearly balanced by continued increases in state alnd rocal jorr"*-
ment employmen! but ffnancial crises of many of these goveriments
may_ end_that. More important, the rear wogit and, saraiies of these
workers lmoe been cut at l.east as much as titose of prodactio,i work-

ECONOMIC CilSIS DEEPENS
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F inancial C o ntr a d;i, cti o ns

The rate of return for manufacturing corporations rose to 15.7 per
cent of net worth in L974 according to the First National City Bank.
That was the highest rate since 1950, when Korean War boom
conditions prevailed. Following the acute phase of crisis downturn,
the pressure on the rate of profft is exceptionally severe, exactly
because of the unusually high rate of profft reached ir1974. More-
over, this profft boom encouraged. overexpansion of corporate bor-
rowing at superhigh rates of interest, and created conditions for the
insolvency of thousands of ffrms. The Chemical Bank, one of the
leading New York banks, has more than a half billion dollars of
debts outstanding according to analysis of data supplied by a bank
prospecfus, and "Analysts stated that many maior banls are experi-
encing similar difficulties." (Wall Street lournal, March 25.)

The 'liquidity ratio" of cash and other "quick assets" to curent
liabilities fell to a new low of 17 per cent in the second. quarter of
lW{ as compared with a 'hormal" ratio of 3S40 per cent a decade
earlier.

fn order to improve their liquidity, corporations are issuing bonds
at a record rate, replacing debts due now for debts due 20-80 years
from now. Simultaneously, the federal government is borrowing huge
sums and. will borrow still more as the deffcit in ffscal 1976 moves
up to the $70-1CI billion range-an all-time peacetime high as a
percentage of gross national producl

llhis combination of pressures points to some combination of still
higher interest rates and a return to peak rates of price inflation, as
soon as there is any signiffcant upturn in production. It means that
there is no end in sight to the whipsawing of working people be-
tween bouts of prolonged unemployment and accelerating infation.
And it means that the very process of recovery, when it comes, will
rapidly reproduce in highly aggravated form the contradictions which
erupted in the present crisis.

The Chase Manhattan and other leading banks have involved
thousands of investors in real estate investment trusts, based on high-
interest mortgages on high-rise office buildings, shopping centers,
etc., a large percentage of which have defaulted, reducing the value
of the inveshnents to a fraction of their original cost.

Acute crises have hit a number of giant corporations and semi-
governmental corporations, as well as state and municipal govern-
ments. The ffnancial establishment strives strenuously to preserve
the operations of all really large coqporations, either as such or

ars. On the whole, then, this is less of a prop than 
1n- 

previous post-

war crises. Increases in unemployment insurance, old- ?gu pensions'

,ri om"t "transfer payments'; aie providing measurable. support to

mass ourchasing powei. Wh"th"t tliit b""o*"s enough to meet the

;;i;";d" ol'oiort "tt 
depends on the success 9f PopylT struggles

;;il;:.;; r*a edminist'ratiort's attempts to slash alt beneffts of

tf;ir typ", for extension and improvement of unemployment pay-

ments, a halt to laYoffs, etc.

Distorted Timing of tha Crisis

The timing of tlie decline was greatly, distorted^ by.. the "energy

crisis" and iis aftermath. The artihcial shortage of oil created by

tt" *onopolies in the winter of L978-74, S:.:p" of 
,o"Y-invest-

ment in 6i1 ard other energ;r industries and the accelerated pace

of orice increases created 
"" ,""'u psychology in whigh artiffcial

;h"i-"g"r ,pp"*.a across the board^for basic industrial materials,

toge*;t *iit lorrg waiting periods for delivery of machinery and

equipment.
Users engaged in multiple ordering beyond their. actual needs' for

fear of noi g"etting deliviry from ail suppliers' T.\e appyrance of

boom continied ii steel, metals, chemicals, machinery' for a year

after ffnal consumption passed its pe-ak' New orders for capital

"qJp*""t 
did not'r"""h^ a peak uritil Septembel lWA' and steel

prla^r"Uon remained strong almost to the end of that year'

All the sharper was the subsequent plunge- in orders for equip-

ment, as buyeis cancelled their duplicate orders and tried to cut

down on the suddenly surplus stocki on hand' Machine tool orders

in f"t*uqy 1975 weie doin 72 per cent from a y-e-ar earlier' while

""* fr"fglri car orders fell Qg pei ce-nt. McGraw Hill estimates that

th" ,""1 "uolume of orders for 
^non-electrical equipment is down 40

p"i """t 
from the August 1g74 peak. It reported inclustrial opera:

'uor. ,t "an abysmal ?S.S p"t dent of capgcrty in February'' and

predicted it would fall to 60 per cent by mid-year'

Under those conditions, the roughly 10 per cent decline in raw

rtJ lt"a""tion by March 1975 coild only b-e e: f,'* s1'rnptom of

the iievitable shaip production decline in that bellweather indus-

trv. Sharp declines^ iri other basic materials were also just getting

,id", *uy i" the late winter of 1974-75'

Contrary to officia1 rosy predictions,, McGraw Hill-predicts that

capital splnding will fall ill'y"ur, and the Conference Board predicts

a further droP in 1976.
i
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through merger, in order to avoid the panic efiect of a series of
shutdowns owing to bankruptcy. But bankruptcies leading to the
loss of work of hundreds or even several thousand. workers have
been frequent. And the danger of a ffnalcial panic remains serious,
which could lead to a new wave of liquidation and further extend
in time and depth the crisis decline.

Worsening lnternational Economic Outlook

Imperialism strives to overcome its crises partly by expansion of
foreign trade and invesbnents, especially intensification of exploita-
tion of labor and materials of developing countries. U.S. imperialism
has expanded abroad since World War II with an intensity never
before known. And again in the crisis year 1974, the giant U.S.
owned transnational corporations gave priority to foreign over do-
mestic invesknent. But the possibilities for U.S. imperialist expan-
sion abroad have narrowed dramatically, and it is being forced to
contract in key sectors. The nationalization of oil-from which half
the remitted proffts of corporations came-by the OPEC countries
is the most profound blow to the economic structure of imperialism
since the postwar socialist revolutions. Moreover, it is "catching."
It has emboldened many of the developing countries to break in
manifold ways with neocolonialist relations, to reduce the plunder
by the U.S. and other imperialist monopolies.

The increase in the price of oil has interfered with the traditional
means by which imperialist countries get'out of their crises partly
at the expense of developing countries, through forcing down the
prices of raw materials and improving their own terms of trade at
the expense of the deeper impoverishment of the developing coun-
tries. Instead, the terms of trade have turned against U.S. imperial-
ism, rendering more difficult its exit from the economic crisis.

The political and military defeats of U.S. imperialism, the special
hostility it has evoked by its aggression in Indochina, by its support
of Israeli expansionism in the Middle East, by its CIA involvement
in the fascist coup in Chile-have hastened the breakaway of many
countries from the ffnancial tutelage of U.S. imperialism.

The dollar has been forcibly devalued. It is losing its position as

the main currency of account in international transactions. The U.S.
balance of payments, still weighed down by bloated military expen-
ditures abroad, is more in deffcit than ever, further weakening the
possibilities of U.S. capital abroad.

The crisis of overproduction, for the ffrst time since the 1980s, is
synchronized throughout the developed capitalist countries. More-

ECONOMIC CBISIS DEEPENS

over, it reached its acute stage of rapid decline simultaneously in
every one of the main countries, with a degree of uniformity never
before seen. The extreme internationalizatiori of capital, the great
expansion of international trade, the rapid flow of tens of billions of
"Eurocurrencies" from country to country, of invesfunents from stock
market to stock market, has ffnally reached a climax in the simul-
taneous culmination of accumulated contradictions in a world crisis.
This marks an important difierence from earlier postwar crises. Then
a crisis in one or two countries could be relieved by increased sales
to countries where booms continued. Now the opposite is the case.
The decline in markets in each country reacts on and tends to deepen
the crisis in all t}le other countries.

Moreover, within this global capitalist crisis, the pattern of uneven
development which has emerged in the past two decades has con-
finued, and perhaps even become stronger. That is, Britain and the
United States, which have been losing ground to rivals, are losing
ground more rapidly. This is particularly apparent, for example, in
the critical markets for steel and automobiles, where imports have
reached a record share of U.S. consumption in this crisis. Japan and
West Germany, on the other hand, continue to improve their relntioe
position, even while they also are affi.icted by declining production
and rising unemployment.

Under these conditions, the most promising avenues for growth of
trade lie in the socialist countries, which know no crisis and are
rapidly expanding, and in the OPEC countries, which are using
their increased oil revenues to ffnance huge economic development
programs, providing big markets for capital goods and other com-
modities and services. As Acting Secretary of Commerce John K.
Tabor put it: "The most promising prospects for increased foreign
sales at the moment are no longer in the markets of our traditional
trading partners-Japan and the nations of Western Europe. Their
economies are in recession like our own.

"The more lucrative opportunities lie elsewhere: in tlle growing
markets of the oil-rich countries of the Middle East and the cen-
trally planned economies of the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and
tlre People's Republic of China." (Commerce Today, April 14,-1g78.)

But U.S. capitalists are getting less of the OPEC markets than their
rivals because of their hostiJe policies, and are especially losing out
on the expansion of peaceful trade with socialist countries. el of me
other major capitalist countries are now giving priority to this trade,
and expanding it at an exceptionally fast rate. U.S. imperialism,
trrowever, continues to discriminate against trade .with socialist coun-
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tries in many ways, continues to embargo Cuba and most Asian
socialist countries. The brink-of-war mentality men of the Pentagon,
the enraged Zionists, the more stupid variety of anti-Communist
theoreticians and ffnanciers, the "bridge-builders" who speculate on

dealing with just one 'Tavorite" socialist country, the troglodytes of
the Mlany type and the bourgeois politicians whose prejudices
and fears iead th"* to adjust to any serious Pressure from the Right
have so far combined to frustrate the increasingly vocal attempts
of manufacturers to get a piece of the alluring $75 billion East-West
trade market (that's its estimated scale for 1975)l

After several montls delay, the Administration has ffnally (Aptil)
shown some movement on this question, releasing some long delayed
export licenses, and promising to take fresh initiatives to overcome
the Congressional barriers this summer. Past experience indicates
that the Administration cannot be expected to stick to its guns on
this issue unless there develops pressure from unions and other
groups representative of the millions of working people with a vital
interest in this trade to overbalance the still strong opposing forces.

Moreover, at the present pace of govemment action it cannot be
expected to bring about a maior improvement in the low level of
U.S. trade with socialist countries during 1975.

Is Recooery Around the CornerP

There is much official optimism of the'tecovery is iust around the
comer" variety, and even assertions that it has acfually begun. This
optimism counts partly on the tax rebates and tax cuts enacted tlis
year. The tax rebates and an average increase of $5 in take-home pay
owing to the lower witlholding taxes are likely to result in a modest
increase in consumer spending. But the gains are being eroded by
rapidly rising state and local taxes, probable increases in federal
energy taxes, and continued. increase in consumer prices.

Optimism is also based on the fact that reduction of inventories has

begun. That is so, but the pileup is so great that this Process it Uk"ly
to continue all year.

Thus, it is quite possible that a slight summer increase in consumer
spending will be followed by a new period of decline. In any case,

this crisis is likely to differ from earlier postwar crises in the dura-
tion of the following depression period. Since World War II these

depression phases have been relatively brief. This time, there is

apt to be flong period during which production fuctuates around
a low point, possibly interrupted by false starts at recovery.

But while there remains considerable uncertainty about the tim-

ECONOT|IC CBXSIi DEEPENS s
ing oj the next recovery-period, we can project with eonsiderabre
conftdence the long-term trend of developrien! of the U.S. ";";;;yand draw the necessary implications thirefrom.

The Probtcm of Slou Grouth Rate

The pe-rspective is that over the course of this entire cycre, and
perhaps for additional cycles thereafter, the uniteJ statei l*"", 

"period of slow economic growth.
As 

- 
early as 1g69, this writer wrote that the united states wasentering a_ period of slower economic growth, and, indeed, that

p-roved to be the case during the rast cyie, ending i. rszs.- A[ ofthe aceumulati_ng contradicti-ons which ied to thrt" 
"oo"l 

rrioo ,"r-
eral years ago have become more serious, and are increasingly tend-
i"g lo strangle_the economy. And. an important new factor"ir", 

"o-tered, which afiects the entire capitalist world.
This- is the partial victory of^ the deveroping oountries in the

strugglg to obtain control of their own raw materials and to obtain
reasonable prices for these materials. The ability io lr""i", tu"r"materials without limit, and at bargain prices, was an essentiar in-

ff:d:T^ji,,T: :p""iltc pattern of" ecoiomi"- gro*Ui rrUr*"a Uytne imperialist powers during recent decades. N-ow that we have topay ror orl and other raw materials, and pay several times more
than, formerly: e9y are striving to gear thli, sc"le of prodocUon
ro_tne qrantity of materials they can afiord to buy.
.J*:, u.s. imperialism is striving strenuousry to reirerse this situa-auol !f breaking. up,OPEC and Torcing ao# tf." pri"" "i"rf, Uyregaining unrestricted control or", ,ai" materiars 

* 
in deveropin!

lllYrjl Put 
regardless, of. an1 partial and temporrry-r.r"*rrur,

the general trend towards the destruction of the entirl system ofneo-colonialist exploitation and plunder is irreversible.

- For the pres_ent, relativery rapid growth in the non-socialist worrdis concenbated in the deveroping countries. Accordin* to prerimin-
ary ffgur-es, industriar produciion in the deveroped 

"ipir"fJ"orrrr-
l1i1s $ctjned 0.5 per cent in 1974, while it incieased i pu, """t i,the developing countries. The decrine in the deveropei capitarist
counbies for 1975 will be_ several percen! whire produ&io" i, ioo*-ing as-never before in the oir pioducing countries, and in certain
other developing countries, such^as Brazi.
. fres-umabfy, in due course capitalism will adapt to the new re_lationship of forces, and resume bconomic growth on this basis. Butthis will take time.

Meanwhile, other factors are tending to inhibit economic growth
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in the capitalist countries, most notably the now seemingly perml

anent rapid inflation ;;;'1d capitalism-and the sharpening labotl

Ai.J t'*ggle in the developed capitalist countries'

Bourgeois ecorromic policy li'o*' io route for checking inflation

#;ft;il;;apt,auctitn and consumption' and seeks -an 
ever

Iarqer reserve ".*y 
;f ;;-"*ploy"a i" o'd"i to 'uveaken the bargain-

*q"::X"x;"i,*: 
ffi:ltl"i "#,:,ii .,u the Diet (parriament): "rhe

"rirdfi;,h;;';;;;;'"vailed 
both at home and' abroad ' ' ' suP-

;H"g;" o"uorr', iigh rate of economic growth have crumbled'

t;"g;g the era *rrk"i uy.sf *tltty to buy inexpensive raw ma-

,rJii?"a, food rrrd "oi'id 
feed to'an end' " ' It is imperative

. . . that the Japanei"*""o**y should alter course ' from the

p*rtJ", rrrgh i"i" ol gro*th poiicy.to one qeared to a stable growth

anA imnrnvement * i""irf #"1f".L." The fi"nal phrase may be taken

;il;';;i;-;i;rh, as Miki combined it with l'81"-g the Japanese

;;;d; [- ""."pt 
to*o ti"i"g standards' (lournal of Commerce' larr'

uary 27,1975.)
Various proiections place the prospective long-term gilyth rate

"f 
'J"6 d air" 4-d pir cent per year range, instead of the 10-15

per cent ,"rg" pr"u"iling ovei the past- fffteen- years'

1;ii;; 
"ir,E, 

i.o"*"loB.it"ir,, *hi"h has had the lorvest growth

,at" of any major "rpit"litt 
c:untr7, now faces a long-term com-

plete stagnation or Jven decline in economic activity under the

severe deflationary ;;;;"t imp-osed by the government to deal

with the worsening 'ito'tio" 
of ihe British currency and the coun-

t*t 
"orrUrrred 

loss- of ground in foreign.markets'-ir;;ih"-U"r,"a Strt"r, even the President's Budget proiects

a slow rate of g.o*tl' io' th" rest of this decade' Officia1 and semi-

;ffi;;;i 
"g"rr"i"Jproiect 

average *1"1. g:owth rates of 2)6-3 per cent'

linked to conservation of enJrgy' Paul-samuelson' one of the most

prominent bourgeois economis-ti' a yeat ago wrote an article en-

[ii;[.*;rtd;ii" siria*uo"' in which he laid: "compounding the

J"**i" problem of 
-i"fl"tiot' is the fact that' often and in many

coundes, th"r" p"Jrts a simultaneous problem.of unemployment'

;il';i"g"";, g-i"tt'''Stagflatiort' is a ne* name for a new disease:

;**a,il irrElrr"s inflationary rises in prices and wages at the same

ir*?-afr" people,'" t'""Ut"'to ffnd;obs and ffrms are unable to

;;J ";ta#"rr'fot 
what their pla1ts can nroduce"'

He dismisses as ..academic,, adoption Lf " 
"Draconian" policy of

so increasing unemployment and r^educing-production as to.achieve

;rJt"* ;;i:e stabiiitn but concludes: nvhat is not academic is the
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more relevant debate going on behind the scenes of officiar rife: wourdit not be desirabre, in the-interests of keeping inflation fro* *"c"t"-rating, to countenance and even contriy" ,toi, tl.-;;;;rh for twoor three years, so 

t",."T:rrrployment will remain ab?rr" the 5)6 percent levelP Even if desirabre, is such austerity feasibre t" th; presentAmerican political environment?', (Morgan Guaranty Suroeg, ltxrcte74.)
B.yr,.fral unemploy,m.ent already approaching I0 per cen! ttrecapitalists have raised their sights. It^ 

'has u""8*l 
"I"r. 

-tt 
ut th"dominant sections of the capit#st class would !" h"pp; *i t, p"r-

:r_"f:-: lll.,tfy*ent of 6 per cen! or.even B_10 p-er'i6rrg so tongas mey can get arvay rvith it. A headline over a.front page Neu'York Times articre reads "High Jobressness Expected to persist asa Condition of U.S. Through b""ua",, (April 2I). The writer, SomaGolden, rep_orts that.the ..[oal,, of keeping unemploym"rri- rforr" Oper cent indeffnitely is now accepted by tfie who[ 
"itJiirt*"rrt orbourgeois economists.

The switch to a lower..gr9*q perspective has signiffcant interna_tional as we, as domestii impticatio'ns.^Frf*gl_ y;";; ;; ieadingcircles of U.S. big business, le& by the Rockefed;, ;r;""1 ,o 
"oo_sciously accelerate economic growth with the-f;il#;;ose of

1laving off the strengthening "economic 
competition of the sovietunion and worrd soci-arism. fhe imperiarists now see a more imme-diate need to combat the, developi"g-;o,roo'ies, especially the oilproducers, and "their.oyn,, yor_kirrg i"rr"r. This has led to a shiftin emphasis. To try to break the "price of oil, c,rrtuiiltr 

-ir", 
,rrdhence reduc" ou"r"il

rateisdesired.A"d'i"ti,?j'ffi lT";",il:X,""L"TXiHigJ:i"*
unemploymen! to help in efiorts to"d"f""rlubor-"*ggf;""g"*" r"_fation and speedup.

Regardless of how.long the growth rate of capitalism remainsslow, the 
-present crisis m"arks ari important stage in the economic

3:9^ 
r?,."1_ competition between socialism rra""rpitrtlr*i-i, tt 

"1930s the soviet Union achieved. very rapid economic growth, whirethe capitarist r.vorrd wailowed in crilii;;J 6;;;rrr":iJ,",**gfrom a very low level, the USSR hal a i,
no immediate threat to caprJarist 

"""""*t'"":r;3-:'"rYo' 
and posed

- .Noy, the already powerful cooperative grouping of socialist coun_kie-s is 
-enjoylng annuar increases of 7-g per cent in nationar incomervhile the advanced 

-capitarist countrieJ-.are registering two con-secutive years of decrine. This is rapidry changing"th" *irti u"rtrr""of economic power to the advantage Jf so"iarism at the same time
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as the relations between the socialist countries and the developing

countries intensify ""J-if'" 
imperialist centers lose their monopoly

oi 
-""ot 

o*i" relaiions with the developing countries'

For the American p"opt", it'it tt'o*-t riore clearly -than 
ever ttre

,a"""trl"t of socialiJm 
^as 

'a 
system' It dramatizes'the need for a

,""irrrri?"i"ty, *t"J by-it " 
*frti"g class and its allies, rather than

the pseudo-ro"iutir**Jy' "'lltAitt co""'tries' such as Britain' wbich

oerforms iust as miserably as the other capitalist lands'
t-il; 

it 
"ko 

por", immeiiate and urgent problems' . -L-^-:^
The American working class faces a persoective of chronic mass

unemployment for the iideftnite future on J scal" approaching that

of the terrible third;. 
-it 

*1"rrr that Black workers- face an indeff-

nite continuation of 20-30 per cent unemployment, (realistically

soeaking), and youth, 
"tp""i"[y 

minority youth' a dubious pros-

iect of"ioer ffnding lasting employment'. Wh";;t ti* e-*"ri"ri *oitirig class do to prevent such sufier-

ing, to change this PersPective?

Approaches to Struggle

As Gus HaII put it, because of the new aspects of thil Tl.*' 
ft"

old remedies do not work' It's necessary to- raise more advanced

demands.
New demands, ofiering a perspective of seriously relieving t}r"

situation of millionf-*"it ""i"" 
to the fore. These new principles

*" !"tti"g irr"r""rirri-r"cognition from the working class and op

pressed peoPles:
o ln effectioe government commitrnent to ilirectlg provide em-

ployr'entio *u eioeli-""eitng iobs P':dt"'"g':tT:1 Eoods and

services, from a vasi ho,sing [tog'*i to health services' education

and mass transit.
o The absolute need to radically slash the military budget to pro-

vide funds for needed progtamt, to relieve inflationary Pressures

and to reduce the war danger'
o Nationalization t 

- 
tt"i ioa'-tttries under democratic control'

takeover and operation of 
'closed 

down olants'

o The 80 hour week for 40 hours p"i' u demand already being

adopted by tens of thousands of workers'-".trl" 
6,"*"rra to 

-r"""r, 

"t 
least the standard of other capitalist

"orrrril", 
in job security and unemployment comper-rs1tio1'*;;t.y 

r" "fLfficts 
for the'splcial needs-of the B1ack and

otfru, 
-opprissed 

peopl6s, a concrete commitnent to achieve genuine

;;";#i; "rd 
soii"l^"q"al*y within a relatively brief time span.
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But whatever the level of struggle, it is above all necessary not
to be side-tracked by debates about "what is best for the economy."
For monopoly capital, that is invariably a code phrase for "what is
best for our proffts." The aim of struggle is to win concessions, im-
provements, relief from suffering, for the working people.

The growing impact of the crisis of inflation and overproduc-
tion on the masses of working people has catapulted economic
issues into the forefront of struggles. . . .

Joblessness is a much more serious problem than is indicated
by the overall government ffgures, which considerably lnderesti-
mate its rate to begin with. In certain industries, particularly auto,
the rate is far above the national average. A city like Detroit
sufiers not only from double-digit inflation but from double-digit
unemployment. In growing measure this unemployment is chronic,
outrunning the duration of both unemployment compensation and
supplementary unemplo)rment beneffts. In the Black, Chicano and
Puerto Rican ghettos, mass chronic joblessness has already reach-
ed very serious levels. Women are experiencing high rates of
unemployment, as are young people, many of whom are being
shut out of employment altogether.

The increasing hardships imposed by this combination of soar-
ing prices and vanishing iobs are impelling growing numbers of
people into action. An unprecedented growth of mass actions and
movements is taking shape, both locally and nationally. These are
responses to the growing urgency created by the crisis and reflects
its new features. The ffght against inflation takes place side by
side with the ffght against unemployment and the two are be-
coming increasingly intertwined.

The anti-infation struggle takes place on a number of fronts.
A key aspect is the ffght for higher wages, which are vital if the
workers are not to fall farther and farther behind the rising prices.
While workers and trade union organizations at lower levels are
displaying rising militancy in this struggle, it is obstructed by
the policies of the Meanys and Abels, who support employer de-
mands for higher productivity, willingly serye on government
boards to curb wages and devote themselves to supporting the
demand of a section of the big corporations for easier credit to
"stimulate business." Abel's no-strike agreement creates a special
road-block for fie steelworkers. It is necessary to wage a cleter-
mined struggle against all limitations on wage increaies and all
"productivity" speedup schemes, and for the unfettered right to
strike for higher wages.-Draft Resolution, 21st Convention,
CPUSA.
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Mental llevelopment and Learning

Ilisahility' A Marxist Approach
Mental development is a crucial subject for both politics ald psy;

chology. In poliiics, the struggle for econornic, political and social

"qo"ti"ty 
of Biacla, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Native Americans, Asians

"rid 
*i*"r, requires a basic grasp of the nature and dynamics of

mental development in order to defeat the ideology of inequity so

prevalent in our monopoly capitalist sooiety. In psychology, .a scien-

iiffc understanding of mental development is essential for advancing

our knowledge oI human thinking, feeling, and personality, and to

prevent the corruption of science by capitalist ideology' 
-^ Aboru all, and most important, 

-Marxist-Leninists 
need scientiffc

psychology to refute all racist theories- of mental development, i.e.,

lhlorie, *t i"t arrive at conclusions of Black mental or personality

inferiority. Such theories have proliferated in the recent period, and

have even penetrated the Left in guises such as 'tearning disability."

Such theories have not only been applied to Blacks; they have

been used to stigmatize working people of aII colors'

The basic principles of the Marxist-Leninist approaeh to mental

development must Le restated to provide a sound basis for a refuta-

tion of such theories.
Fundamental to a scientiffc understanding of mental development

is the theory of refection, developed by Marx, Eng-els and Lenrin as

a maior feair.e of dialectical materialism, speciffcally in the area of

epistJmology, the theory of knowledge. This theory states that the

lr"*a" *i"a it a reflettion of reality produced by the brain and

nervous system. This reflection of reality is nowmatetial-a mental

image, as Lenin put it-and is produced ;by the mnterial brain and

,uru=o,, system. Such a distinction between the material brain and

the non-material mind is crucial in avoiding the crude mechanical

rrr-aterialist position that thoughts are rnaterial or the idealist position

that the mind is sornething independent of the brain.

To produce a reflection of reality, complex neurological processes

take place in the human organism in the course of its activity in the

surrounding world. These processes were 
-called 

"higher nervous activ-

ity''by Pav-iov, who discovered many of the laws of such activity.
-Basic 

to t}e reflection of reality is sensory cognition: the receiving

of sensations and their processing by the brain to produce percep-

l{
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tions of the surrounding world. Also vital for reflection is memory-
the storing of such sensations and perceptions so that they can assist
in present and future adaptations to reality.

Yith t!" development of language-what pavlov termed, 'the sec-
ond signalling system"-a n"w ard qualitativery higher form of reflect-
ingrcality emerged. Arising out of the human labor process, Ianguage
enables humans to reflect reality not only in sens-ation, percJption

3"q *."*9ry- representation, but also in words and ideas. irrrgrrg"
is tle basis for human thinking, for reasoning, and for making"iud!-
ments as a basis for human activity. It permiti non-automatic a"cuvii,
conscious activity, by human beings.

_ 
Language is also a means of communication, permitting the ex-

change of ideas and knowledge and their transmisiion to future gen-
eratio,ns. Language, wlich was developed by human beings, is an
acquired tool-it must be learned by every individual. It is"essential
for human functionin-g, for problem-sorving, for sociar rerations, for
work activity in a collective manner, and for human freedom.

The human mind is thus a non-material refection of reality in the
fo*.ot sensatio-ns, perceptions, memory representations, ideas and
knowledge. Further, human emotions and peisonality are puJ 

"f ""aelpress human refection, the human mind.
But the human mind is not a passive refection, a tabuln rasaj!h"! tablet) for the environment fo write upon, as the phirosopher

]ohn Locke maintained. The human mind, tLe ,eflectior'otl ,"rtity,
is formed in the course of individual and group ra;bo, acuvity, loiluc-
tive living, social relations, scientiffc activit|, education, 

"t". 
fo ,rrd"r-

stand the human mind, it is necessary to understand the human
activity which produces it.

Hulan activity takes place in both a naturar and sociar environ-
y?Tt: YTtal devetropment is, hence, a refection and a ,"rrlt of the
individuars activity in natural and social reality. r'o, rr"*u"-buirgr,
s.ocial reality is_the determining reariry in their mentar auuuioo,n"rrt.
And 

-social 
reality means the speciffc'sociar structur", ;i.rpiiair-,

socialism, colonialism, etc., wiih their crass and nationar siloggres,
their oppression or freedom from exproitation, th"i, ,;-;"iff;-"Jrrtr"-
dictions, their racism or eqr:rality,_etc. e scientiffc unierstanding ofmenlll dev-elopment cannoi be achieved without a scieotiffclaer-
standing of such social reality.

.we can now- put forth an expanded and more comprex deffnition
of mental dev,elopment and the human mind: Th" i#;;*tJi r, ,
n91-ma_terial, language-based reflection of naturar ,"a urpu"irliy .o-
cial reality produced by the material brain and ""*o", ,ylr"* l" ,rr"
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course of an individualt life activity in a speciffc society'

The above principles are fundamental in the political-scientiftc refu'

tation of theJries o1 inferiority and inequality. Rac,ism has two main

iJeological rationales for the continued oppression and- superexploita-

tion oithe Black people dn our countryr that they have inferior- mental

development or ihat-their personalities a-re deformed or inadequate.

ih"r" ateg"a inferiorities Jf intellect and/or personality-are claimed

to be eithe"r inhedted or caued by the environment. whichever road

th"y take-birth or enyironment-these racist theories all conclude

thai Blacks are nolo inferior mentally or emotionally

The theories of Arthur Jensen, Christopher Jencks, ]ames Coleman'

Daniel Moynihan and Alhert Shanker ar6 recent racist theorries which

,ru 
"o*ptttely 

contrary to scientiftc principles of-mental develop-

ment ani personality-as are all racist theories' They have- been

developed a:nd giverr wide currency in the professional journals, the

teachei training institutes, and in the capitalist press in an effort to

stem the rising. tide of Black freedom struggle

Arthur JensJn's theory of Black genetic intellectual inferiority takes

the racist hereditary road. It has received massive scientiffc disproof.

It also completely ,riolrt"t the seientiftc principle that the intellectual

functioning of ail human beings is an acquired, not an inherited,

capability,-and that it is based upon language, whiich-is_ also acquired

,ttu, Uirifr. Jensen's theory, so stridently championed by the openly

genocidal Shockley, is a prescription for intensiffed-oppressioa of the

Elack people. It was embraced by the Nixon Administration as a

sufficient basis for wrecking the Headstart pre-school Program'
Christopher Jencks plays both sides of the racist street-he claims

that both by biith anilby living conditions, Black Pgople cannot ben-

efft from education, regardless of how high its quality is. Therefore,

Blacks cannot really be educated today because of their deffcient

intelligence and defective personalities, he alleges'

Tames coleman espouses the racist theory of "economic and cul-

tuial disadvantage" o? nlack children due to their environmental con-

ditions. Daniel 
-Moynihan, archideologist of monopoly capital, put

forth the theory of the "Black matriarchy" which supposedly causes

pathology and deformed personalities in 
-the 

Black family'' 
Atbert-shanker, who reeks of racism, has developed or embraced

two theories of Black inferiority: that large numbers of Black children

have 
..incorrigible behavior" and should be segregated into special

classes, anit ihat equally large numbers of Black children are guilty

of "criminal behaviot'' and should be ousted from the regllar schools.

Such "incorrig,ible" and "criminal" behavior, he says, is caused by
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ghetto life. One need scarcely stoop to answer such open racis.m. It
is, indeed, Shanker who is incorrigible in his crinainally racist behavior.

All the above theories are scientiffcally false and ignore the social
reality of Black life, with its liberaUon thrust, its active struggle

]gainst ,oppression, its consequent psychological strength and intel-
lectual development, and its collective life activity in an exploitative
society. The purpose of such theories is to maintaLin racist oppression,
not to contribute to scientiffc psychology or sociology.

It is regrettable that well-intentioned professiorr-als, even on tfie
Lefg have developed theories whdch also conclude that Black and
other nationally oppressed children have poor mental developmen!
learning disabilities or deformed personalities. such theories lrave
appeared in the Daily Worlil and require refutation; these theories
d"al with learning disabilities and with mental and personality de-
velopment of Black children, as well as with childrin of working
and poor people of all colors

One theory put forth is that learning disa;bility is so widespread
among_ poor children, especially Black, Puerto Rican and other op-
pressed rninority children, that one-third of them are outside the
pale of normalcy and cannot learn except under special conditions.
This theory is ssientiffcally false.

There is no adequate scientific evidence of such extensive neuro-
logical damage among these children. The most accurate estimate

-and only 
- 
an estimate can be made at this point in scientiffc

testing-is_ that, about 3 per cent of all children-, including Brack
children, have learning disabilities which impede their nornial edu-
cation.

Further, this theory is objectively racist. It falsely stigmatizes as
educationally and mentally inferior hundreds of thousanis of chil-
dren- of _working class families, especially if they iue poor and/or
Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican or Native Ameiican oi, thu fdr"
basis of 'learning disability." It both condones continued, racist
educational treatment of these children and seduces white people
r1!g *" acceptance of racism, since what can be done if .tt"y"
(Blacks, poor, etc.) are "learning disabled"?

- It is not surprising that the New york city Board of Education
has claimed that there are 250,000-yes, one-quarter of a milliont-
children in New York city who have "learning disabilities." The
label 'thadow children" has been savagely foisted on these chil-
dren. "Learning disability" is, indeed, a racist excuse to continue
providing inferior education while blaming the victim.

Another theory that objectively has racist imprications is the "inter-
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actionist" theory. This theory claims that mental abilities are formed

tfrro"lfro", life as a result'of the constant interaction of environ-

mental infuences with the child's developing nervous system' .It
states that the central nervous system (the material base tor rn-

;;ild;t is harmed by a noxious environment (rotten _education)
ard"so Biack children's central nervous system is harmed by rotten

education.--Thl;,tr"plistic 
theory of an environment "interacting"-with the

nervous ,yri"* omits three other crucial features of mental develop-

,"""i iaJr"ribed above). First, there is not iust a material central

;;;il system and an'environment. There ii also the non-material

reflection (the human mind) which is produced by the nervous sys'

tem ,as it 'interacts" with the environment, The material central

;;;;";t system can be harmed by disease,,injuries, Po.lsolls,,or other

ohvsical tr chemical elements, with resultant neurological impair-t-.i"a.-i", 
there is no acceptable scientiffc evidence to show that

school education, which takes place by words, sigh!,demonstration'

etc., can cause neurological durnug" of the kind claimed by 9:
"interactionist" theory. Sirool educat-ion can and does afiect the mind

1tfr" ,"n""tion) of 
"hild."rr, 

with little or no effect on the physical

;;;"il Thai is, the central neryous system will almost invariably

r"iruin healthy and intact, with the child capable of learning in

normal fashion.
i""ord, it is not the environment which "interacts" with the human

orsanism. It is the individual child, with his nervous system and

*fi.a (r"g"ction) who is actioe in the environment. Such activity

inctudes farnily and community _relationships, collective activity

(sports, pldy),'problem-solving in daily life, many-sided communica-

ttJ" ;d 
"""h"irg" 

with others, assumption of _responsibilities, 
in-

tellectual and eniotional experiences at home and with friends-plus

school life. It is the totality of such activities-not jus! education in

school-which determines the mental development of the Black child

i""a "f aI children). It is unscientific to limit the environment of

the child to education alone and to see only "interaction'rather

than varied and complex activities of children in their environments'

Third, the "envirdnment" is no one-dimensional, uniform entity,

which interacts with the child. For Blacks and other oppressed-

miroriti"r, it is the speciffcally monopoly capitalist _conditions of

racism, girettos, ,rr"tt pioy-ent, poor housing and health care, and

rotten eiucation. But the "environment" for Black people also in-

cludes their activity for survival, their mutual assistance and eom-

panionship, their iruman go-als, their farnily strength,. theq daily

hght "griltt 
oppression, "ird 

th"it development of pride, dignity,
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and intellectual skills in these struggles. of such is their mental
development constituted

Another harmful theory that has been set forth is that education
determines a child's mental development. It is claimed that a child
just a-cquires-spontaneous and conciete ideas in everyday life, while
school pro-vid-es the abstract ideas and formal ,"rro*rrg'., essential
fo_r mental development. Mental developmenq of coirse, can be
advanced by good education, and under Jocialisrn education assumes
even greater signiffcance.

But we must also recognize that the educational system in our
monopoly-dominated society also seeks to prevent real understanding
of reality,-particularly of social reality. It tdaches lies about capitarisri
and so-cialism. It ignores or demeans the role of working pJopre in
u.s. history and development. It is racist in its books, its"crirric:urum,
its.attitLr'es and its practices. It fails to develop adequately the poten-
tiality, the creativity, the talents and the skills of ihitd."rr. It with-
holds the social understanding that can expand the consciousness
and ability to cope of working people.

- 
Working people have alwayr fought for decent education f,or

their children-and they continue to ffght for it today. we need to
struggle to improve education in all uiays so that it contributes far
more to mental development instead of placing obstacles in the way
of such development.

However, it is not education as such, nor education alone which
Ieads to adequate mental development. It is the entire range of the
individual's activity and experiencesJamily, friends, j"b', union,
marriage, sports, community and education-which determines
whether a person's mental development is adequate or not. It is in
the course of all these activitieinot iust in 

-school-that a chird
develops r_easoning skills and abstract ideas. To say that poor edu-
gation- le_ads, to poor mental development is to prororrrci an intel-
lectual death sentence on all Black children *fro ,ru receiving an
inadequate ed-ucation. It leads into the racist swamp createJ by
Jensen, Moyrihan, Coleman, Jencks, Shanker and otheis of their ilk.

Here, it is not a question of the central nervous system. If that
is intact and healthy at birth and is undamaged by disease or
noxious blements, it is capable of producing the most advanced
penta-l development. In fac! communists base themselves upon the
fact that the overwhelming number of working and Black'people
have the_ physiological and mental capability of developing th6 most
ad_vanced working class consciousness-and what higher mentar de-
velopment can there be than that?

Finally, we must repudiate the theory that poverty and unem-
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ployment destroy Black children's minds and personalities and that

ir*r t*"tirg must inevitably result in-poo, uid often diso"ganized

irental abilit], formation in Black children. Poverty, unemployment

and oppresrio, "u, 
break down and degrade a small number of

workin^g people, as Lenin pointed out, 6ut it develops 
. 
discipline,

unity, Itringth arrd organizition among the mass of workers' Class

struggle "oid 
,"rr", be" effectively carried out nor socialism achieved

it "ifitutitt poverty and exploitation crippled the minds and per-

.o.r"l"iti., of iorking people. The downtrodd"r, and superexploited

Russian and Cuban-rirrr"r bear shining historical witness to this.

This, too, applies to Black pedple. Ceitainly, racism harms, Black

people. It robs'the* of deceni treatttr care, causing illness and early

f""it. It subjects them to low wages and greater unemployment,

with the resultant terrible living conditions, frustration and un-

happiness. It makes them pay higher rents for worse housin-g' It
giro tfr"it children poo. Jdrr"rtion so that they can not achieve

Ihe skills and attairi the educational levels necessary for decent

jobs at decent pay.
But it is preclisely these oppressive conditions that are the basis

for Black frJedom siruggles. True, Black people are victims of racism

and are harmed by ii"But Marxist-Leninists do 1ot stlp there. In
the words of Dr. Herbert Aptheker (Politi.cal Affairs,, June 1974),

describing Black history: "The ffre did not consume the victims, it
tempered them. With oppression there is victimization, but if one

beli'eves that nothing brit^ a victim is produced he does not under-

stand the dialectics"of oppression. Fuither, oppression debas.es the

oppressor, not the oppt"ti6d. The latter-resist in ten thousand rlays

,rh torg" their owriiulture, psyche and spirit-while.$oing so*their

own mo"rality, religion, folkloG, literature and heroes"'

The poor, the o"verwhelming majority of working peopl.e, Blacks,

Spanish'-speaking people, Native Americans and women have ade-

{uate brain, ,rrl 
-rr"r^uous 

systems. Tlrgy- havg the potential.for the

f,u[est mental development. fh"i, chiidren have the physiological

equipment needed td learn il F"y -are 
given a decent 

,education'
eirit fro* a small percentage, they do not have learning disabilities.

Dispite poor teacliing and-poveriy and exploitatiorr, their "mental

ability fdrmation" anl their- minds and personalities are perfectly

adequate for the tasks that confront them. These include uniting in
strufigle against monopoly oppression, heightening- class conscious-

ouri""rd ighti"g thri"[t to socialist victory. fingty miles from

our countryihe dr-rbao liorking people, Black and white, used their
perfectly adequate mental development to achieve socialism. Our

wo.king peopli of all colors will do no less'

PRE-CtI,ilUEllTI(lil DISCUSSI0I{

GEOBGE METE'RS

lVew Trends in the Trade l]nion
Movement
_ 
I propose to deal with several questions relating to the section of

the Draft Main Political Resolution, concerning thelrade union move-
ment

The ffrst paragraph of that section reads as follows:

The new stage of the general crisis of -capitalism has broughi
unprecedented attacks by monopoly capitalisri on the livins st#d-
a,rds 9f the people of thd United^ St'ates.^The answer of the iorking
class has been an intensiffcation of the class struggle and a meas-
urable growth of radicalization in its ranks. The; developments
are having a decisive efiect on the trade union move*"it. E*-
pressions of a new trend in labor are already emerging. In par-
ticular, a new, militant Left trend is clearly emergingl

Developments in just three short months since this Draft cama ofr
the press are dramatically conffrming the correctness of these esti-
mates.

The y_ear _1974 saw the b-iggest strike wave in the nation's history,
$d"g the lie to the slander that workers wodt ffght in times of
depression. The U.S. Labor Department listed som-e 6,000 official
strikes for the year, and this does not include the countless rank-
and-ftle stoppages, lasting from several hours to several weeks.

These,struggles are continuing into lg75. For the ffrst three months,
q ylfoh relatively few contracts were up for negotiation, I,Ig0
official strikes have already been recorded.- while tf,is is less than
the 1,800 strikes recorded _* J!" same period last year, the length
of the strikes has nearly- doubled, from an 

^u"rag 
of g.7 days-in

LW4 to nearly 15 days this year. Here is a clear indication oi the
intensiffcation of the clas-s 

-struggle. Everywhere workers are being
forced to 'tit the bricks" for wage increases adequate to meet th6
spiraling cost of living and to fight ofi the attempis of the co'pora-

el
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tions to slash hard-won work standards'- e p"*"J"f manifestation of these new trends was the historic

eprl'eO demonstration for jobs organized b1S*f"t^Union
6iprrn"""a of the AFL-CIO in Waihington, D'C' This notable event

brought an important .""tiott of the traie unions into direct leader-

;tp ii tfr" nifrt for the needs of all workers' Near1y 75'000 took

p-r,i, i"a"ain[ tens oi thorrarrds from basic industries like steel,

nrbber, communications, electrical, textiles and chemical' from the

""rmirl"t"a 
UAW, from the AFSCME and the AFT' In New York

;J; ,r.r*b", of other cities these unions worked clos-e1y with the

orosressive-led National Coalition against Infl.ation ancl unemploy-

ir"it, " primarily community-based organization'

The New Rank-and-File UPwrga

T\e Draft Resolution further notes "the- emergence o{ healthier'

"f*t-ttt"gdle 
trends in trade union leadership as a rey[ of intensi-

ffcation of the class struggle and the positive impact of rank-and-

ffle pressures on trade union elections"'

A^L"ft is again emerging in union leadership-which gains slength

fr;;1" ranf-and-ffI" ,iptitg", welcomes it and is-begiruring !o gug

it direction. The electiori of ;.rnoId Miller as president ol +" united

Mi,,"wo.kersandofEdwardSadlowskiasdirectoroftheUSW,s
Chi""go-Gary District 31 has seler-e[ shaken the ruling class and

the of,portunist union officials who had been content to coast along

or, 
" 

poti"y of no-struggle-collaboration until retirement'--N#t#y 
,"" *ilitIit leaders springing uq alt 

1U.ou1,the1,' 
TheI

f""" " mililant body of Black woikett- orgarrir_ed into lhe Coalition

of Black Trade Unionists and a Coalition of Labor Union Women

dudi""t"d to ending discrimination against women in industry and

in &e unions.
Theeconomiccrisishasspotlighteclthetotalbankruptcyofclass

collaboration in the trade rinion'l T*", this has not prev-ented the

il"""y i;;drrrtip rro* clinging to its.djsastrous policies. But it has

put a growing riumber of iniSn officials who had -supported 
these

illi"i"r".betw"een the devil and the deep blue sea." These officials

I"* 
-n"a-ifr"*r"Ir", 

caught between th'e reactionary pressures of

it " 
top bureaucracy arrd ihe militant grass-r-oots pressure of a rank-

u"a-nfi demanding action on the u1ggnt 
-problems 

it faces'

some are franti;aily trying to block the rank-and-ffle upsurge_ at

all costs. Others ,r" gi"ilg "ground here and there' trying to slow

down the movement 
"and -divert it into harmless backwaters' But

more and more, union officials who had previously supported class'
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collaborationist policies are ffnding it dificult to escape the wrath
of their own memberships and are being forced to break with the
policies of the AFL-CIO leadership. This is particularly true at
lower leadership levels and in local central labor councils. But the
powerful impact of the rank-and-ffle is beginning to penetrate even
the AFL-CIO Executive Council itself. This explains why George
Meany was bowled over when he tried to prevent the April 26
demonstration.

Meany's phony 'heutrality" in the L972 presidential elections has
created a widening breach. Important trade union leaders are now
speaking out for real political independence. There is now not only
much talk about the need to break with the two-parly system but
also about how to bring this about.

Meany is now looking toward the racist anti-labor George Wal-
lace, who he ftnds has "mellowed." Wallace has recently indicated
his "mellowness" by indicating that the U.S. should have cottoned up
to Nazi Germany and Japan in World War II, rather than allying
with the Soviet Union. In fact, Wallace received his ffrst AFL
CIO endorsement in Alabama's recent gubernatorial elections. Yet,
following a sharp rebuff at the Democratic Party's 'mini-convention"
in St. Louis, Meany banned AFL-CIO involvement in preconven-
tion presidential politics, where labor has consistently fought Wallace.

Only a few days after Meany's pronouncement. however, leaders
of the IAM, Communications Workers, UAW and a number of other
unions met in Washington to plan for a maximum joint political
impact at the next Democratic Convention. They announced their
intentions to set up a separate headquarters and staff for this pur-
pose. fnterestingly enough, it was this same group that played a
prominent role in the April 26 demonstration.

The internal struggle in the AFLCIO over this demonstration re-
veals some of the forces at work. First, the success of the November
16 demonstrations organized. by the National Coalition against In-
fation and Unemployment led a number of the more progressive
trade unionists in the New York-New Jersey area to plan a march
of their own on Washington. Two major demands emerged in their
discussions: a shorter work week and a reduction in military spend-
ing. Meany, who had given lip seryice to the ffrst of these but was in
bitter opposition to the second., came out against mass union demon-
skations in Washington or anywhere else.

But instead of capitulating the sponsors took tle proposal into the
IUD Council where it won a maiority after a heated debate. But so
widespread was the positive response which followed that within a
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week the IUD Council met again to make the support of the action
unanimous.

However, those previously in opposition were able to impose cer-
tain conditions as the price of their support. Demands for a shorter
work week and a cut in the military budget were dropped as official
slogans. The program at the rally was watered down to include such
demagogues as Senator Hubeit Humphrey. Fortunately, efiorts to
eliminate the march from the Capitol to the stadium were fore-
stalled. This march proved to be the most stimulating part of the
entire proceedings.

Several things stand out in the April 26 rally. First a number of
leaders launched a mass demonstration in the face of Meany's open
disapproval. Second, while certain conseryative IUD elements were
able to extract concessions as the price of their support, the fact
that they were forced to participate was an important contribution.
The success of the rally in turn created conditions for even more ad-
vanced initiatives in the struggle for jobs.

Such are the dialectics of the struggle. In some ways it reaffirms
the lessons of the tlirties. The rank-and-ffIe movement for industrial
unionism which the Party then helped initiate began to take on a
powerful head of steam. It began to develop its own.Ieadership as

well as to attract some honest elements in the AFL. At the same
time vicious Right-wing social democrats like David Dubinsky of
the ILGWU entered the scene with the avowed purpose of curbing
the movement and keeping it within safe class-collaborationist
bounds. But Dubinsky overstepped his mark and slunk back into the
AFL in defeat.

John L. Lewis and Sidney Hillman showed similar though less

obvious inclinations even while they helped assure the success of
building the CIO. The present undemocratic structure of the United
Steelworkers was established under Lewis's personal direction, pat-
terned after the UMW which was only recently returned to rank-
and-ffle control after many bloody struggles by the membership.
Hillman, for the purpose of controlling the rank-and-ff1e, constantly
pushed such incompetent class collaborators as Emil Rieve of the
Textile Workers into positions of leadership.

The newly developing Left and militant trends in labor have open-
ed up important opportunities for Communists and other progres-
sives in the struggle to replace class-collaborationist control of the
trade union movement with class-struggle policies so urgently needed
in this crisis. It would be a disastrous mistake to underestimate the
important part Communists have to play in this Process. The work
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of the communist Parry made signiffcant contributions to deverop
melts leading up to the successfufApril 26th rally.

A most careful examination of oui work is reguired. Two tend.en-
cies have emerged which can severely set us back if not corrected.
one is the sectarian error of undereitimating the meaning of what
is happening, It expresses itself in an anaichistic, anti-ieadership
tendency-a.tendency to scofi at the value of electing rank-and-ffrl
candidates (to rninimize the importance of the victJries of Miller
and sadlowski, for example). It is a tendency to dwell on the weak-
nesses,.real.or imagined, of such candidates 

-but 
to miss the point of

their victories. Another manifestation of such "Leftism- is ffund in
such expressions as 'T would never accept a position of trade union
leadership. I will not let myself be corirptei.,, L fac! some com-
rades want to make a virfue of never seeking union office at any level.

There is also a tendency to downgrade such actions as the recent
UAW rally of 10,000 in Washington and even the April 26 demon-
stration by exaggerating mistales and weaknesses to the point of
obliterating the basie impa$ of these actions. The Guard,iai of May
7 dismisses tle whole April 26 demonstration by saying that it'was
intended from the begi-nning, not ,to articulate thb g-enuine anger
and strength of-tle working class, but to divert the oitrage andt-
herent poygr 9-f tr" working masses into a politely orchesLated pep
rally- o1 behalf of the Democratic party!'^But what the Guarilait
overlooks-and what some of our comrades also may tend to over-
look-is the fact that these labor leaders were "o*pl["d to assume
sponsorship_ of a demonstration involving masses of workers, a type
9j a3Uol which they have diligentJy uvoid"d for many a year. Suih
'Le{tism" on our part will not only isolate us from the'heaithy trends
p1fld"g in the union leadership but will undermine any efforts to
build grass-roots RANK-AND-FILE MoVEMENTS OF S.inuCclf.

The second tendency is one which swings to the Right. With the
favorable furn of events our efforts to build united Lef"t-center rela-
tions at all levels of trade union leadership are being interpreted by
some as an excuse for abandoning the building of rank-and-hle *ore-
ments. But to suicumb to this would not only be a blow to our
Parly's work in the trade unions; it would also do serious damage
to-the emergent- I,eft trend. For it is the unrelenting press.rre 6f
militant rank-and-ffle movements that has been the key io the new
situation in the labor movemen! and it will continue to play that role.

The Draft Resolution is correct in reaffirming orr baric position
of working to build_rank-and-ff1e movements starting with the prob-
lems of workers at the point of production and with major empiasis
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on production workers in basic industry' What the new situation

;;-q,il;_;"d makes feasible_is the redoubling -of 
efforts to build

""ii"a 
front relations at all levels of union leadership around-t-h9

militant demands coming from the rank-and-file movements' New

i"iUrulr"" going beyond"April 26 are now needed in ttre fight for

ioUt. e"a Zooiiuo.rt are ripening for a victorious campaign for a

rhott"t work week with no reductibn in pay'
- i" aU" strrggle against unemploym"rrf t "w 

possibilities are de-

uefopi"g to piri an 
"end to dis&iminatory hiring practiees against

nU& aia otirer minority group workers as well as against -women'
with the correction of past"iniustices in the process._This will mean

" 
po*"*"r blow againit racism and a lasting contribution to work-

in!-chss unity against the monopolies' r .- - r"N"* opporrrni:ties exist in many are-as' The movement for labor's

poiiu"rf iiriependence can now move from t!9 probing 1o.9". p11,*

irnj tt"g" dh" prrrr,oid anti-Communisrn of Melny and his,Right-

*i""g toJiut-demdcratic supporters nee.d no longer be. a r.oadblock to

U.SfSoviet detente. tt " d'rive to curb the monopolies through na-

tionalization of enterprises can move forward'

A new Left-Center'coalition around such issues can be consoli-

dated and become a dominant factor. Labor's rank and ffle is looking

ior bold, militant leadership. There is no place for sideline spectators

i, tfri,,trrggle. We Comniunists in the &ade unions have a special

u"ifyirg role to PlaY.

IAMES STEETE
rt

Maoism and The Ynuth Mnvement'
In his geetings to this meetingr- Comrade Gus Hall calls our atten-

tion to ,"uury inportant thing.aAl M-arxists," h9 says, "we- are all

aware of the'mariy sides of each dev,elopment. The crisis gives rise

io ,t*ggl", aod mov"ments. It propels.the process- of radicalization.

ii 
"fr""f-*"s 

the popular mind ]rom old, accepted concepls." Then

fr" r""f."r this cruciil point: "People who are the victims of and feel

the efiects of the crisii are forcet to think about the causes of the

*irir- It is therefore a moment when we can initiate and lead mass

.*nnl"r. as well as give to millions a deeper understanding_of the

;,1,,?" "i capitalism. ihe crtsis has pl.aced the discussion and adoo'

-;rrr" r"u"*rng is an excerpt _of a _report given at a meeting of the

C*il; -Co**it["" of the YWI,L on March 16'
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know that at a certain stage of the general crisis the masses cannot
cacy of socialism on the order of the day in a neu toay." (Emphasis
added.)

This is fundamental. It is the question Lenin posed in 1917 in
The lmpending Catastrophe and Hou to Combat It. Aware that
mfllions were in search of fundamental answers to the capitalist
crisis, Lenin asked: "Can we go forward if we fear to advance to-
wards socialism?" (Coll.ecteilWorlcs, Vol. 25, p. 356.) Of course, the
Russian proletariat and oppressed masses could not. And under the
leadership of the Bolshevik Party they began rapidly to draw funda-
mental conclusions about the capitalist system. Only the opportunists
and the ruling class feared to advance toward socialism.

The situation in this country today is in some ways similar. Millions
of working people-among them the youth, especially the Black youth

-offer fertile soil for the idea of socialism. This ideological develop-
ment is influenced by the deepening of capitalism's general crisis and,
in contrast, by the profoundly revolutionary role of the Soviet Union
and other socialist countries in the struggles for detente and peaceful
coexistence, for national liberation and social progress. And it is in-
fuenced especially by the example of life under socialism.

However, to say this is also to say that the people in tleir search
for basic answers are increasingly influenced by and in fact are moving
toward the Communist Party. This, too, is fundamental in relation to
today s ideological struggles.

The ruling class and its ideologues, as in the pre-October 1917 days,
move forward if they fear to advance toward socialism. Antl today
the working masses are on the move. Monopoly capital cannot abort
or divert this movement by means of traditional forms of Right-wing
anti-Communist slogans and propaganda but must seek more and
more to confuse the people with "left" hooks. Comrade Henry Win-
ston, national chairman of mu Party, points out that a "coroilary to
the crisis of capitalism is the crisis of anti-Communism. This crisis is
evident, for example, in monopolyt desperate and escalating attempts
to counter scientiffc socialism, the Marxist-Leninist analysis of class
and national liberation, with other, more tevolutiona4y' theories.
Unlike Marxism-Leninism, such tleories are so versatile that they can
be adapted for use by ruling-class as r.vell as radical circles." (Strategy
for a People's Alternatioa, New Outlook Publishers, New York, 1975,
p.27.)

This is a key aspect of the struggle for clarity in ffghting against
the current racist ofiensive and the economic crisis. It accounts for
the'hew combatants" recently alleged to be leading the battle against
racism, for ttre new-found'liberators" of Black people and self-pro-
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claimed'tanguards" of the working class.

Aware of the implications of the ideological development of tens

of millions, who'are objectively aligning themselves more and more
with the line of the Party, the ruling class is making frantic efforts to
destroy this new basis for Black-white working-class and democratic
unity and prevent the development of class and socialist conscious-
ness. Monopoly capital spares no expense in attempting to prevent
Black workers and Black youth from embracing the Parly. Because
white workers and white youth, who now show a new level of wil-
lingness to reject racism and unite with Black and other oppressed
peoples, are increasingly attracted to the line of the Parly, monopoly
now has to work overtime to win working-class whites back to racist
positions. For these reasons, together with the crisis of bourgeois
ideolog;r in general and anti-Communism in particular, monopoly is
driven to "counter scientiffc socialism . . . with other more ievolu-
tionary' theories . . . so versatile that they can be adapted for use by
ruling class as well as radical circles."

Maoism, tJltra-Left Echo of the Right

We are well aware of the intensifted drive of the Maoist "p",q'
of the new-new typers" against the growing infuence of Marxism-
Leninism among the people. This, too, is the ruling class at work,
tryirg to turn back the rising influence of the Communist Parly and
the Young Workers Liberation League. Monopoly has ffelded and
given concerted support and opportunity (media exposure, etc.) to
forces which pose serious problems for the people's movement. ffreir
common characteristics are anti-Communism in the name of 'Com-
munism," disruption of unity in the name of "unity" and the use of
Maoism to caricafure Marxism-Leninism.

Amiri Baraka, for example, is no longer iust a Pan-Africanist but is

now a'tevolutionary socialist," even a "Communist." He is no longer
called "Imamu" but is now Chairman Baraka' Uniting with some of
the most outrageous and clever chauvinists on the "Left " like Arthur
Kinoy, Baraka-has become a leading exponent of a new communist

party.- 
Tire ]anuary-February issue of Blnck Scholal contains a revealing

article Ly Baraka, in which he ffnally lets loose 
_the 

full scope of his

anti-Party, anti-Soviet venom' He charges that the CPUSA'toes the
Moscow line." He accuses the Party of "collaborationist politics" and
even maintains that the CPUSA is more responsible than the monoP-

oly bourgeoisie for "scaring" Black folks away from socialism, because

Biack liberation, he says, "ain't at the top of their agenda."

Baraka comes up with this classic gem: "We found out that most
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of those people who tried to make our liberation a minor detail
were not communists at all, but revisionists, scoundrels who tried to
revise Marx-Lenin-Mao, the principles of Marxism, so they could com-
promise in an unprincipled way with capitalism and make sell-out
detente deals with the international bourgeoisie. It is these fake com-
munists who liquidated our national struggles and called them minor
details." Isn't this incredible, especially from the mouth of a so-called
'tevolutionary socialist"?

In the ffrst place, the Party's record, from its founding, in the
struggle for Black liberation is an outstanding one. The Communist
Party, basing itself on the theoretical legacy of the great Lenin on
the national question, was the ffrst and only political party in the
United States to establish the oppression of Black people as a spdcial
question, central to all movements and struggles. It is the Communist
Party which elevated the ftght for Black-white unity and against
racism to the level of principle and which has correctly understood
the cenkality of Black liberation to the class struggle.

Secondly, the Party has always clearly distinguished between Marx-
ism and Leninism on the one hand and Maoism on the other. It
recognizes Maoism as an expression not of the principles of Marxism
but of anti-Marxism. In direct conkast to the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries led by Leninist parties, it is the Maoist grouping
in China which recognized the fascist junta in Chile, which trades
with apartheid South A.frica, which supported the Pakistani forces
of genocide against Bangladesh, which obstructed united assistance
to Vieham, and which now warns of a "soviet peril" in Porfugal
and calls on NATO to take action, including intervention, to coun-
teract it. It is Maoism which, as the Draft Resolution makes clea4
connives in every way with imperialism.

It is the struggles of the peoples for detente and peaceful coexist-
e-nce, including the peace forces- of the United States, representing
the majority of thg population, that have checkmated U.S. imperial-
ism and created the conditions for the historic advances currently
taking place in Viebram, Cambodia, southern Africa and the Middle
East.

Baraka never says what the struggle for detente and peaceful co-
existence should be replaced with. But that doesnt matter because
he is simply resorting to sheer Maoist demagogy. He and other 'hew
forces" of Maoism in the country no longer have serious international
pretensions anyway. It is quite obvious that the CPSU and the other
73 _Communist parties which, in addition to the CPUSA, recently
elaborated the general line of the world Communist movement, based
on adherence to Marxism-Leninism and not on ttre idle thought of
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Mao Tse-tung, prefer Comrades Winston and Hall and the CPUSA,
steeled in struggle and tested by time, to such elements as Amiri
Baraka, Mark Smith, Owusu Sedaukai, Irwin Silber, Arthur Kinoy
and company.

If one reads Baraka's article closely, one will ffnd the key to his
'tecond coming." He says that the struggle for Black liberation is
a struggle for socialism." What he is doing is denying the demo-
cratic content of tlle struggle for Black liberation and of the general
working-class movement at the present moment. He is attempting to
refute the anti-monopoly strateg;r of the P*ty. It is customary for
Maoists to seek to skip itager. [nd it is helpful only to ,rorropoly if
Maoism succeeds in influencing masses with such counterrevolution-
ary, adventuristic propositions.

In his "analysis" of the Black freedom movemen! it is very sig-
niffcant that Baraka does not mention Martin Luther King even'once.
This is comparable to discussing the Abolitionist movemen! the Civil
War and Reconstruction without ever mentioning Frederick Douglass.
But why does Baraka commit this sin of omission? Because he dare
not openly attack King by name as "an old civil righter" who led "the
people into compromise with capitalism." Black people would never
tolerate that. So Baraka, without the slightest embarrassmen! simply
fails to mention the man who for twelve years led the movement
which decisively changed contemporary U.S. history.

Although Baraka avoids mentioning Martin Luther King by name,
he devotes himself to undermining Dr. King's great legacy, the es-
sence of which is the struggle for peace and for the com.plete equal-
ity of Black people in every sphere of life, combined with the ffght
for the political power of the united multi-racial masses-in other
words, the struggle fior adoanced. democracy.'lhe obiectioe kinship of.
Dr. King's strategy with the anti-monopoly strategy of the Party is
clear, as clear as the objective kinship of Frederick Douglass' anti-
slavery strategy to that of Karl Marx and Frederick Engels.

This is not the ffrst time Baraka has emerged in the Black libera-
tion movement challenging its main tasks. In the mid-sixties Martin
Luther King began to pursue his poor peoplet campaigpr, a strategy
which linked the struggle against racism and poverty with militant
opposition to U.S. aggression in Vietnam. When the Johnson Ad-
ministration escalated the war in 1967, multi-racial unity of the U.S.
people was the day's cardinal task and the precondition to successful
struggle against monopoly's racist offensive.

Kings outspoken opposition to the Vietnam war as well as his
strategy as a whole came under attack from both the Right and the
'Left " inside and outside the Black community. The only position tJ
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counter King which could acquire some mass following within the

Black moverient was a narrow nationalist one. And eventually all who
feared moving forward, "Left" and Right, joined the bandwagon.

The long hot summer of 1967 showed that there was mass anger

and resentirent among Black people over the limited gains of a_decade

of militant mass struggle. Cultural nationalism played on this and

directed that anger not against the real enemy: monopoly and its
government, but-against whites in general and therefore against the
l-eading ffgure in the trlack freedom movement who consistendy fought
for Black-white unity in the struggle against oppression. 

-
The situation was-made all the more opportune when the brutal

assassination of Rev. King created a tremendous vacuum of leader-

ship and ideological direction. Aided and abetted by FBI and CIA
ffiitration and Eisruption of many movement organizations, people

like Baraka and Ron Karenga were able to impose their narrow cul-
fural nationalist line on the Black liberation movement.

This did serious harm for several years. It diverted important forces,

especially large numbers of Black youth and students, away from

th-e main taskJwhich the new stage of the Black liberation struggles-
tle post-civil rights stage, as comrade winston called it-had placed

or. fh" order of the day. Baraka and Karenga were also the ring-

Ieaders of the intolerani muscle tactics within the movement which
sought to silence critics. ( One remembers their performances at the

BlaIk power conferences in the late 1960s. ) They headed the anti-

working class campaign which, in the name ,of _ 
Black unity, was

directed against emergence of leadership of Black workers, against

development of solidarity of white workers with the iust demands of
the Black people, and against crystallization of Black-white unity on

a higher level.

Word Magic Reoisited

Baraka now writes all this ofi by simply saying: "We were wrong"'

But if he was wrong all these years, why should anyone believe that

he is right now? This is why he hides behind a'tevolutio_n_ary social-

ist" facide. It is because of the mounting prestige of world socialism

and the growing bankruptcy of capitalism in the eyes- of the masses. It
is becauL the one force in the world consistently able to make pro-
qram and principle become reality is Marxism-Leninism. Hundreds of

i.,iliorr ari inspired by the power anil capabilities of the Communist

and lvorkers' p-arties. In this country millions are_ inspired by what
is happening in places like Portugal, France, Guinea-Bissau and

Viebram.
So they turn toward Marxism-Leninism, toward the Communist
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Party, seeking to know more about its program and to hear its
leaders. They know that the Party was the key to winning Angela
Davist life and freedom. With each passing day the Parfyt line
becomes ever clearer, and the youth see also the YWLL emerging as
an organization which serves their interests.

Many people marvel over the seemingly rapid conversion of
Baraka to 'tciendftc socialism." He himself attributes this to the in-
fuence of African revolutionaries such as Amilcar Cabral. But
Cabral was a Marxist-Leninist not a Maoist. We may well question
this alleged "conversion" of Baraka. The thing about embracing
Maoism is that one does not have to drop one's cultural nationalism,
only its veneer. After all, Maoism is cultural nationalism dressed up
in Marxist phraseology.

Baraka's "conversion" is not the result of his acceptance of Cabralt
views. Indeed, who could hope to gain any respect by disagreeing
with them? No, Baraka'became a "Marxist-Leninist" precisely when
thousands of Black readers turned the pages of Henry Winston's
book StrategA for a Black Agenila to the chapter entitled "Contrad,ic-
tions in Baraka's Word Magic." Baraka was then forced to change
his "Blackness" strateg;r to one of trying to 'but-Communist" the
Communist Party.

Thus, he plagiarizes the Party's analysis of various questions, only
to distort the conclusions in order to turn them against the Parlry.
He seeks to impose outlandish ideological conditions for unity on
the broad Black liberation forces. And when the Party calls for
unity on common issues he labels it revisionist because it does not
call for socialist revolution. In doing so he seeks to make Black
Marxist-Leninists appear repulsive to those mass forces who are
prepared to ffght for jobs but not for socialism, and so to restrict
the participation of the Party and the League in united front move-
ments.

Baraka attempts to intimidate Left-leaning Blacks with charges of
collaborating with the 'tevisionist" Communist Party and 'its 'youth
arm' the YWLL." The objective is to counter the Party's role in

" 
building anti-imperialist solidarity with African liberation, in build-
ing a coalition movement capable of resisting racist and political
repression, in building a Marxist-Leninist expression in the youth
movement. It is to counter the Party's rapidly increasing attraction
to Black masses and to hy to isolate it and the League from broad
Black trade union and democratic forces. In all these aspects,
Baraka's activity is synonymous with the anti-Communist strategy
and tactics of the ultra-Right sections of monopoly capital.

Just as his "ffrst coming' was directed in substance against the
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mass democratic line of Martin Luther King at a time when the
Black people were ready to struggle for fundamental measures, so
Barakat 'tecond coming" is directed against the advanced demo-
cratic anti-monopoly line of the Party, precisely at a time when new
tasks and 1ery possibilities for advance are before the people's
movement._Perhaps those who have felt I was being too flard on
Baraka will understand that what is at stake is the struggle for the
purity of Marxism-Leninism. we must not hesitate to stand shoulder
to shoulder as the militant reserye of the party in the difficult
ideological battles ahead. Every possible step should be taken to
equip our membership with a clear understanding of ttre concrete
expressions of Maoism, Trotskyism and other ultri-Left views. We
must make of Baraka's 'tecond coming' what Marx said of Hegelt
statement that history repeats itself. "But what he forgot to add,,,
Manr said, "was the ffrst time as tragedy, the second 1s farce.,,

It is not enough that youth want to ffght racism, to ffght for Black
liberation, for democracy, economic securitn social progress and
youth rights, even _for socialism. What is decisive is that Voung
peopl,e l.earn to fight in the correct way. Militant mass struggle-,
uniting all sections of tlle young people, against racism and unem-
ployment is the best cure for the infantfle disorder of "Left-wing'
Communism in the youth movement.

FRANCES BONDOS

The Struggle for Iletente
Gus Hall, in his report to the Central Committee in June, 1g74

(The tsig Stakes of Detente) places the question in its historic con-
text as follows:

Each decisive moment in history has its point of focus, its de-
cisive forces, its course of development. The essence of this mo-
men! the balance of its forces, its direction, its currents and trends
are all encompassed in the phrase "the struggle for detente."

The dynamics of detente express the processes, the historic shift
in the balance of power at-a tim-e,when the old system and its
ruling-class have lost their place of- dominance to a new force rep-
rcsenting a new social 

^system 
and a new elass that increasingiy

determines the course of human events. Detente expresses a qrri'ti-
tative change in international class relations.
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In this period of pre-Convention discussion, it becomes necessary
to take a closer look at the course of the struggle for detente in order
to assess more concretely how well the essence of this moment is
understood and whether the struggle for detente is indeed seen as the
focal point. A number of key questions have to be dealt with and
clariffed in order to make this struggle more effective.

There are some who deal with detente as an abskaction and
see this struggle as impractical because U.S. imperialism and its
representatives such as Nixon, Ford and Kissinger are a gang of
reactionary politicians and no agreements or treaties they sign are

worth the paper oh which they are written. While the characteriza-
tion of ttrese men and their llk may be accurate, it is a one-sided
assessment. It leads to the conclusion that we cannot win con-
cessions from U.S. imperialism, that there is nothing that can be
done to curb it short of revolution.

While U.S. imperialism is no "paper tiger" to be disposed of with
the fick of a butane lighter, it is by no means invincible. Since 1961

thirteen major treaties and. ageements have been signed and ratiffed
of which eight were exclusively between the U.S. and the USSR,
and the remainder were multilateral.

The struggle for detente presuPposes a conffdence in the policy
of and the- imperative for the peaceful coexistence of states with
difierent social systems. This policy as developed by Lenin becomes

daily more efiective as the basic foreign policy of the Soviet Union
and other socialist states, and strongly infuences the direcdon which
U.S. foreign policy must take. The reason for this is stated in the
Draft Main Political Resolution for the 21st Convention of the
C.P.U.S.A.:

The picture of the world scene ttrat is coming into ever *rtpg,
focus r-eveals that this is an epoch of the deepening general crisis
of capitalism, the last days o-f colonialism and the emergence of
socialism as the advanced and leading force in the world arena-
an epoch of the world-shaking tuansition from capitalism to so-

cialism....
On the scales that measure which force "determines the main

content'' of this epoch, the balance has tipped against-world im-
perialism. One of the factors in the new stage of the general
^crisis is the fact that this qualitatioe shift has reached a point
where it lws for some ti,me been irrersersible. . . . (My emphasis

-F.8.)
Tho struggle for detente arises from this new relatiott]rip. Th"

achievemenlt! of that struggle are becoming as irreversible as the
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changes in the balance of world forces. ft represents a new level
of the- _strug,gle for peaceful coexistence, of fhe class struggle on
a world scale.

Bu! as the Resolution continues, it points out that this new
relationship does not change the nature of imperialism itself. This
in no way, however, should obscure the continuing process of tle
weakening position and infuence of world imperialism and the set-
bacls that the U.S. has been forced to sustain in Portugal, Greece,
4mong the NATO forces, in Cambodia, and now the most ignomini-
ous of all, tJre end of the brutal, racist intervention in Vietnam.

But the wounded U.S. imperialist bull, while mustering its last
spurts of ebbing strength to yet inflict untold harm and destruc-
tion, is doomed to succumb and be vanquished by tle superior
forces of a "united anti-imperialist alliance of the iocialist s-tates,
the forces of national liberation and the democratic movements of
the capitalist countries led by fie working class." (Draft Resolution.)

Therefore, an evaluation of U.S. imperialism's position in the
struggle for detente must be balanced with a deep appreciation for
the anti-imperialist forces allied against i! and a conffdence in the
U.S. working class based on a Marxist-Leninist understanding of
its viability in the struggle for detente.

one must also d.raw ,o*Jp"*1r"rr, Lrroo. from the 'Jobs Now-
demonstration in Washington on April 26th. Of the more than 50,000
who marched from the Capitol to the stadium, most were union
members, marching in deffance of the wishes of Meany. This action
is an indication that the workers are no longer willing to be lulled
into inaction by a Meany, Shanker, Abel or a Humphrey. And
if they question the leadership of these class collaborators on their
ability to lead in the struggle for jobs, they also question their
Cold War adherence to anti-detente, pro-militarist positions. This
was further evidenced by the many placards calling for cuts in
the military budget and increased trade which means more jobs.

The many instances already of how trade with the Soviet Union
and other socialist countries has guaranteed the jobs of workers
and even created new ones in the U.S. are not to be decried as a
means of propping up U.S. monopoly capitalism, but rather as a
means of winning workers to see more clearly their own se]f-interest
in pursuing the struggle for detente and peaceful coexistence.

The Wall Street lornnal, an accurate mirror of the interests of
U.S. ffnance capital, in an editorial on April 30th attacks the idea
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of detente as expressed in an article-of which they reprint a con-
densed version-titled 'A Soviet View of Detente" by A.I. Sobolev,
head of the Department of History at the Institute of Marxism-
Leninism. To answer the charge that peaceful coexistence is help-
ing the imperialists to solve their own contradictions, Sobolev states:

It becomes inereasingly difficult in the course of peacefuI co-
existence for capitalism to use various extraordinary measures (in-
tensifying authoritarian power, speculating on the threat of war,
slanderous arguments about the aggressive intentions of the So-
cialist countries and so forth) to solve tleir contradictions. That
is why peaceful coexistence does not lead to the weakening of the
contradictions of capitalism, but in the long run, if one can put
it tlis way, locks capitalism's social economic relations. within the
framework of its natural laws, on which soil its contradictions de'
velop most fully.

The editorial also answers the question of whether favorable action
on the question of detente can be expected from U.S. monopoly
capital (and arert't they the ones who determine the actions of the
Fords and Kissingers?). It states:

Both events in Portugal and the Sobolev analysis underline the
warnings issued a few weeks ago by The Economisf.' "The danger
to the democracies of Europe no longer comes mainly from the risk
of a direct Soviet invasion. . . . It comes from the possibility that
the Communist parties in a number of European countries may be
able to climb to power, and then be undislodgeable from it. . . .

So this is detente. Even this kind of detente, so long as we do
not mislead ourselves about its meaning, is preferable to bristling
hostility.

It would seem that lhe Wall Street lournal is developing a more
realistic assessment of the relation of world forces today and the
relative weakness of the U.S. within that.

The present moment 
"rroir". 

;, J the dialectical processes of
the past decade. The counteroffensive launched by the Communist
Party, USA against the Cold War and McCarthyism in 1961; the
unfolding of the Black liberation movement under the leadership of
Martin Luther King, ]r. and the struggle against racism; tle de-
velopment of solidarity with the national liberation movements in
Asia, Alrica and Latin America; the growth of militant rank-and-ffle
formations in large sections of the trade union movemen! particu-
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larly in basic industries; the tremendous groundswell in the skuggle
against U.S. aggression in Indochina; the popular mass indignation
that developed with the Watergate revelations and the impeach-
ment movement which forced Nixon's resignation-all attest to the
massing of the democratic people's forces against the decay and
comrption of U.S. monopoly capitalism and to a large degree they
have swept aside the fears and. restrictions imposed by the Mc-
Carthy era.

The new mood of militancy of the working people and the demo-
cratie, progressive forces is everywhere evidenced in the rapid multi-
plication of movements and struggles on new levels. But these new
developments have also been accompanied by an intensiffcation by
the ruling class of its anti-Communist, anti-Soviet ideological cam-
paigns which has made it most difficult for large sections of the
people to part company with the Cold War mentality. While more
and more workers have been able to identify their self-interests
with detente on the basis of their practical experience that relates
to the question of iobs, this is not so, in the main, for the liberals,
for large sections of the peace movement, for many who claim to
be for socialism and call themselves "anti-imperialists."

Trotskyites, anarchists, Maoists and other extremists as well as

Right-wing social democrats are blind to the dialectics of inter-
national detente as a combination of cooperation and struggle. Th"y
accuse the Soviet Union and other socialist countries of denying
support to revolutionary forces, and assert that peaceful coexistence
is surrender to the class enemy. The present-day "Leftist" phrase-
mongers refuse to understand that the prime obligation of a revolu-
tionary today is to prevent a world ttermonuclear conflict and as-

sure the physical survival of nations. ( See "The Dialectics of De-
tente," Woild Mamist Reoieu, September L974.)

Another sector in the peace movement with blind emotional
hysteria fails to recognize that they have fallen prey to the racist
policies of Zionism in terms of Israeli aggression against the Arab
states. The main enemy becomes the Soviet Union. This too, al-
though it goes beyond the'defenders" of Israel, then becomes ioined
with the hue and cry for "intellectual freedom" in the Soviet Union.
All, the ultra-"Leftists," the racists, the liberals and Zionists, ioin
with the most reactionary ruling forces against detente and peaceful
coexistence.

This anti-Communist anti-Soviet venom persists because of the
lack of a working-class basis among these sectors of the peace move-
ment indicated above. Therefore, it is denied that the struggle for
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detente is the class struggle on a world scale and the beneffciary of
such a denial is monopoly capital, U.S. imperialism. Who else beneffts
from a weakening of the world-wide alliance against U.S. imperialist
policies and aggression?

It becomes urgent therefore for Communists in particular to mount
a struggle to expose the true meaning of this anti-Sovie! anti-
Communist ruling class offensive. This deterrent to the full unfold-
ing of the class struggle by pursuing the objective of making detente
irreversible can no longer be side-stepped or passed over with the
idea that the movement for world peace will somehow develop in spite
of such ideological roadblocks. Only the highest degree of unity of
the working class, the oppressed minority peoples and the general
progressive community can be successful in curbing and then de-
feating the forces of reaction.

One ffnal obstacle to the struggle for detente is the influence of
racism among the anti-detente forces in the peace movement. The
Viehram war was never fully recognized as being racist in character
by large sectors of the peace movement. Nor was there full ap-
preciation that among the U.S. troops the Black, Puerto Rican,
Chicano and other minorities as well as their families at home were
hardest hit by the draft and in actual combat. The efiects of the
war and the military budgeg inf.ation and unemployment again
takes its greatest toll among the oppressed minority workers. And
the geatest exploitation and repression is directed against the non-
white peoples both at home and abroad.

Some of the "Leftists" and progressives in the peace movemen! as
well as in other struggles, do not see that their avoidance of or
opposition to detente is slowing the struggle for liberation. Henry
Winston in Strategy for a People's Alternatioe presents this argu-
ment very sharply and in clear perspective:

Isnt the crushing armaments burden imposed by imperialism
linked to the crisis"of existence for the 

"*floit"d dnd o'ppressed
here and in all capitalist countries? Isrt't the struggle to fbice im-
perialism's retreat from its cold war positions of intervention and
armed confrontation central to the anti-imperialist struggle in
Africa, Asia and Latin America? . How can one talli-about
stopping 

-U_.S. 
imperialism without forcing it to respect the right

of peaceful coexistence for the Soviet Union and- the socialist
camp? The struggle to make peaceful coexistence irreversible is
the core of the antl-imperialist struggle for liberation and social
progress. . . ." (P. 45.)

One needs also to see the relevance of the struggle for the in-
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dependence of Puerto Rico not only for the primary reason that
the Puerto Rican people must have the right of self-determination,
but because the struggle for detente is also very closely linked to this
struggle for independence. In the 'Appeal for Puerto Rico" issued

from the Preparatory Meeting for the International Conference in
Solidarity with the Independence of Puerto Rico held in Havana
March 80-31, 1975, we have the following statement:

In a world in which the forces of peace, freedom and socialism
are imposing an international detente, _Puerto Rico is a giganlic
military base from which U.S. imperialism threatened Venezuela
with intervention in 1958, organized the invasion of the Dominican
Republic in 1965, and has plotted subversive armed, attacks against
Cuba as was seen in the Bay of Pigs invasion. There, in Puerto
Rico, under an ill-disguised colonial slavery, the United States
has atomic weapons which are endangering world peace and the
security of the peoples.

The urgent need to f,"igh;"r, * ,**" for detente, in light of
the questions raised here, is not yet fully appreciated in tle ranks
of our Party and for that reason even less so in the mass move-
ments. More educational material delving into the basic correctress
of this policy at this moment is required so that a more vigorous
ffght can be waged to have detente become the very heart of the
program of the peace and anti-imperialist forces, with heightened
activity in the ranks of the working class.

While the shniggle for detente is discussed in the Draft Resolu-
tion in the section "The World Scene" and again in 'The Genera]
Crisis in the United States," the weaknesses and requirements to
combat them should be dealt with in the section "The Peace Move-
ment." For even though the struggle for detente cannot be conffned
to the peace movement alone, there cannot be an effective drive
for peace without detente as a major focus.

It is also necessary to point out that every struggle that is directed
against monopoly capitalism-whether it be on the economic, social
or political front-weakens the ability of U.S. imperialism to man-
euver and continue its aggression and oppression at home and
abroad. If we thus plug in all struggles and movements to the ffght
for detente, we can and will help make it irreversible.
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The Need for a [ultural Progru**

since the earliest days of recorded history the visual arts have
played 1laior role in proiecting and preserving the multi-aspects of
current life. In fac! recorded history started wia *re ftrst 

-graphic

representations-primitive drawings on the walls of caves, still-unde-
ciphered hieroglyphics, crude sculptures of fertility goddesses, deco-
rated pottery. lluch of what we know of our origins [as been learned
from these archeological ffnds.

. And from these graphic remains we Iearn tlat in those earliest days
there were. musicians, scribes, dancers, actors, craftsmen-as well as
visual artists. Artistic creation, then, is a nafural and universal means
of expression,and communication. Throughout the ages these forms
of expression have enriched lives and contributed to the understand-
ing, education and enjoyrnent of all peoples.

In addition, of course, the role of the arts as a medium for propa-
ganda must not- be _underestimated. Especially in the last cintury,
since science and technology have provided the processes to facilitaie
t{e production_a-nd distribution of posters, newqpapers, leafets, pam-
phlets, etc., and have perfected means of mass communicatiorr-idio,
TV and einema-political concepts have reached the maiority of lit-
erate people. Daumier's cartooons, , Picasso's "Guernica," Rivera,
Orooco, 

_ 
and. Siqueiros' murals, Woody Guthrie's songs and Eisen-

stein's ftlms are classic examples.
Where there are liberation struggles going on, we get posters of

protest-as from African countries. Where liberation struggles have
led to victory, we get posters of jubilation-for example,-Ihe Com-
munist Party of Portugal, underground for 50 years, issued a whole
series of splendid posters to celebrate its emergence. And there is
no need to describe the distinctive political graphics, fflms and per-
forming arts of tlle socialist countries. There is no doubt that the
arts are an accepted and important vehicle in political work.

And never before has an exploiting class made such massive use
of art forms as does U.S. imperialism. In its attempt to corrupt, se-
duce, brainwash and distract the public, crime, racism, violenci and
pornography dominate the mass media. Anti-Communist ads are
feafured as subway posters, nihilism is the theme of "pure art" pro-
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*This article was written for the New York Artists' Club.
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moted by the Rockefellers and their peers; neuroses, frustrations,
sex and witchcraft are the subject matter of current "literature."

But in the period of transition from capitalism to socialism, a peo-
plds culture, a culture refecting the needs of the oppressed minor-
ities, a working-class culture begins to emerge via the struggles of
the people for their rights. Thus, we see in the United States a renais-
sance of Black, Latin, Asian-American and Native American poet],
theater, literature and art. We see women ffghting for the right to
take ttreir place in the eultural world. We see artists of the working
class being born. And we see a tum towards the socialist world for
inspiration.

However, the Communist Parly of the USA has barely started to
consider the potential for effective use of its cultural forces. Whereas
the CP was once a leading infuence in cultural work*both in or-
ganizing artists and in ideological and artistic input-the entire area
of "culture" has been practically neglected since the WPA projects
of the 1S90s depression years, since the days when top writers and
artists contributed to the New Masses, and since the First American
Artists Congress Against War and Fascism, attended by over 400 of
the leading U.S. artists and a delegation from Mexico including
Orozco and Siqueiros.

After World War II, during the 1950s, when the forward drive of
the Party was halted by McCarthy witchhunts, harassment and ostra-
cism, the face of the Party practically disappeared, including its
cultural image. But for some time now, the Communist Party has been
recouping its forces, regaining strength lost to fear and persecution.
And now that the Party is being accepted in many mass movements,
now that the Party can and does play a leading vanguard role in the
struggles against racism, wax, unemployment, exploitation, super'-
proffts, and a1l the other aspects of U.S. imperialism-now it is vital
to the success of our efforts to bring the image of the Communist
Party of the United States into public view and into the ffght for a
working-class culture. And in this aim-to build the Party and to see
to it that it becomes an accepted part of the political and cultural
life of the county-the participation of the Parlyt cultural forces as
an integral and. continuous component of all programs and actions is
of vital importance.

Yet the CP has failed to make a basic analysis of U.S. culture, of
the economic problems that face cultural workers in their profes-
sional lives, of the racism faced by Black, Latin and Native American
artists. Nor has there been any attempt to encourage and develop
the very real talents of working-class artists whose jobs in industry
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could lead them to portray th9 day to day aspects of the class struggle
thrgugh- the visual and performing arts. ereativity is not fimItid
to "professionals," nor are all artists 'intellecfuals." in facg working-
class ar! in all its forms, must come from the working class, ant
artists who create such art, regardless of the source of freir income,
must be classiffed as workers. fhus the party must clarify its approach
to cultural work.

u-nfortunately we have fallen into the trap of refecting bourgeois
notions of cultural production as a sunday afternoon hobby. Art- has
become an appendage to speeches, carrpaigns and fundraisers instead
of an effective partner. we have been frsensitive to cultural workers,
regarding them_as dispensable providers of seryices upon last-minute
demald.-They-have been regarded as temperamentar] undependable
and ideologically underdeveloped. Rarely Gve they been iniolved in
the _initial stages of planning. The assignment oi curtural tasks is
haphazard, which often results in a duplication of efforts. This pattern
of work causes resentrnent and reinfolces individualistic tendlencies.
But only by fully integrating-our_artists into the party and Svingmore attention to cultural work will we be able to succissfully coun-
teract the decadent use of the cultural media by the capitalist system.

It ,f tr responsibility of the organization- and its- members to
further develop collective methods of work.

culture is an instrument of class struggle. we must use our skills
to attack the capitalists, to inspire and unite the forces of peace and
pro,gress, the workers, the oppressed. The arts, because of tfreir direct*d pgy"-frIimpact on the minds and hearts of people and their
potential for changing attitudes, must be enlisted in-thd ffght against
racism.

The ffrst and most obvious step must certainly be the reconstitution
of a cultural and Mass Media commission, *ith the prestige and im-
portance given the other commissions. Members of the c-ommission
from the various cultural ffelds will have to work closely with other
commissions and with the national and state and regional offices, as

lrell as with specializ_ed groups working closely wiih the party, so
that activities can be planned and coordin-ated.

Once a Culfural Commission is operative, programs can be de-
veloped and proiects can be carried. out for maximum efiectiveness.
There are as many possibilities for using culfural forces as there are
eadres to cooperate. And make no mistake-we have artists and tech-
nicians who rank with the best-writers, actors, painters, graphic
,qt", muralists, ptotographers, architects, musiciani, dancers] poets,
crafkmen, fflm makers.
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It is not the purpose of this report to set out a deffnitive Program,
but even immedia[ely there are steps that can be taken:

The Artists Club-i.e., the graphic artists-are in the Process- of set-

ting up a workshop. Its imriediate purpose is to provide whatever

tfrJf*ry or affiliatid progressive groups require: 
-a-de1gn 

for,a Pin
to comniemorate the Pitticotvention; posters for May Day; a leaflet

for distribution at " ,uly; an invitation for a fund-raising 
-affair;

Xmas cards to raise funds for the Daity wodd, etc., etc. It is hoped

that eventually the workshop will attract other graphic artists,,Party

and non-Par!6 and those wiro want to learn. There 1ay be classes,

lecfures, op"o horrt"t, exhibits, etc. But even now, without 
-equipment

or adeqrraie workspace (there are facilities but they must be cleaned

,rp, puirrt"d and equipped), there is a goup willing to and capable

of taking on proiects.
Anotlier ex^ample-for about a yeat now we have had a new pub-

lication-the Ctitural Reporter. This publication has with amazing

competence tried to cover the cultural ffeld and to raise _questions
and'stir interest. A Cultural Commission could see to it that other

comrades become involved, submit articles, contribute linecuts, help

with technicalities. we have lots of writers and journalists, as well
as graphic artists, in the Party. we own a videotape machine and a

tape recorder which are not being put to use.
-A 

co*rade has ofiered to give classes at the Marxist center in the

production of ffIm strips, but the curriculum has gotten lost in some-

one's desk drawer.
Comrade Gus Hall, in a recent talk to the stafi of the Daily World,

stressed the need for the Party to come out of hiding. For too long

its members have worn the masks of the Democratic Party, mass

organizations, even the Republican Party. But now, Comrade Hall
sals, the days of secret participation are over. The time is now to
build a mass people's movement with the Communist Party as an

open participant, and with communists functioning_as communists.
^end if the Communist Party is to be accepted, if the influence

of the Communist Party is to grow, it is necessary to show the people

of the United States, and the world, that there IS an active, growing

Communist Party in this country. Certainly the capitalist press is not
going to give us favorable publicity, cover our functions, give us

6redlt for-our organizational activities, interview our leaders s)rm-

pathetically, prais6 our ffght against lacrlm. So we have to redouble

iur efiorts to project the image of the Party. For too long the im-
portance of cultural cadres foi this task have been underestimated.

this attitude must change. NOW.
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0n Sectarianism

.,9r. I"ly 4 P* y:t: ,grt 10,000 p,ersons marched. on Raleigh,
the state capital of North carolina. This was the largest demJn-
stration in the south since the death of Martin Luther [irg. It *",
ry*Tr_rh." largest demonstration in the countqr since the signing
,,t Tl Paris.pe-ace accords. And, as everybody on the march fnei
(and knew before comilg), the communist party was an intrinsic
part of the leadership of the march.

- our Party press hailed the march for the tremendous sucsess
that it was. our Political committee took pride in the leading roleof our comrades. Communists were on nearly every one oT th"
scores of buses returning_ home from Raleigh. And from many we
feard_th3 pledge to build the Alliance, bised on the knowiedge
from- Raleig-h tliat we really could reacil out to millions, 

-that 
we

could organize and win viciories, that our time has come.
our Party's 21st convention will be held iust a few days short of

1 year after the *"r,+ on Raleigh. It wili be a good'gauge for
the comrades in the districts and Ihe readership to ieterrfrine'rvhat
has been done to p_ut into practice the enthusiaim of Raleigh arrd to
c.hec{ up on the Party's role in each district in buildin{ tn" N"_
tional Alliance.

of course, as the Draft Main political Resolution notes, the build-
ing of a movement against racist and poriticar repression has been
9{y one area of our mass work, arbeif one of th6 more successfur.
The ge-neral thrust of the Resorution is one to which we can fu[y
sub,scribe, 

-namely that we are in a new period, and that *e *rrrt
understand what is new and act with * ,i"* boldness to assert our
van-guard role. Last luly 4 in Rareigh showed that we are capabre
of doing so. B_ut it iJ necessary, vilai and. an absolute ,eqoisG *at
we understand what that vanguard rore is in practice. wirds alone
are not elqySh. Nev_er has orre country seen so many self_proclaimed
"vanguards" as we have today in the United States.

*!t

As the Draft Resolution points out, the objective conditions have
never been better for^our Pa4y to do, battle: tire cold war is waning
T pa"y of the anti-communist myths have been shattered; detenteis becoming recognized ar , ,r"""rrity for our times; most anti_
communist laws have been declared unconstitutionar; the superiority
tt
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of the socialist countries is becoming increasingly evident to grornring

numbers of our people; the mass illusions-about the indestructabil$
of the U.S. military, tt 

" 
tofty morality of the country's political lead-

ership, tlle ability-of the capitalist system to meet our daily needs-
all havo been seriously eroded in the last decade.

It is very significant that fully half of the Draft Resolution is
devoted to'mas-s movements. This is where we must be. Comrade

Gus Hall correctly pointed out in his remarks to the Central Com-

mittee last Decemder that the potential growth of our Party will
be realized to the extent that we are bold in approaching this

new period. Comrade Hall also, correctly we believe, pointed out
that ;1l too often we have outstanding actions on a national level
but build no grass-roots base to support this. One obvious indication
of this problein is the number of-outstanding conferen-ces we help
to organlze which dissipate into inactivity when the conference dele-

gates- return home. Our comrades have b,ecome quite skilled at
mobilizing for conferences. Where we axe lacking is rn organizilt'g

when thJ conferences are over. The difierence between mobilizing
and organizing is most important. In the past 15 years, literally mil-
lions of people were mobilized in demonstrations around civil rights
and peace issues. The lack of sustained, continuous organization,
however, is apparent to anyone who cares to look.

Another .i*ilur manifestation of the same problem is our ability
to gather names of prominent non-Party forces in^support of ac-

tiviies we engage in, initiate and organize. This is ffne and a quite

proper methol of work to show breadth and garner _even 
wider

iuppo*. Unfortunately, sometimes these sPonsors, steering commit-
teii and executive boards remain on the letterhead and are not
actively involved, consulted, worked and discussed with, in the
actual dynamic of the organizations. True, the latter way of- work-

ing is inffnitely more dfficult, time-consuming, delicate and often
frrlstraUng. Bui it is also absolutely necessary if we are to be serious

about what we say, if we are to lend substance to our discussion

of united fronts. * * *

which brings up to the primary question we wish to raise in this

discuision-thJ question of iectarianism in our methods of work. The

pre-Convention 
-discussion not only-considers our main line and the

^election of our leading bodies for the coming period, but it also re-

views the work of the period since the last convention. The pre-

convention discussion is a time of intense criticism and sel{-criticism

out of which comes a Parry stronger and more conffdent in its
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"!+ty to correct weaknesses and to grow. we berieve the problem
of Sectarianism is one that d.eserves oir closest attentioa in [rri, air-
cussion.

we have alluded to only a coupre of ways sectarianism rears its
ugly head. There are otheis. one 

-of 
the most serious is the confu-

fo1 by comrades of what is a united front. Basically a united front
i1 

me 
9o1ing tog-ether of various forces who disagrei oo * oy ques-

tions, including fundamental ones, but who join" with one another
to accomplish agreed upon goals which, alone, they would be unableto accomplish. The communist party enters into united fronts in
numerous areas with forces who may or may not agree on socialism,
on the dictatorship of the proretariat, o' ihu o"u? fo, a Leninist
party, on the belief of the primary contradiction between the work-
ing class and the capitalist class-in shor! on the fundamental und.er-
pinnings_ 9f gur P*ty. If there 

-was 
agreement on tlese questions,

presumably these forces would be in -our party. we have' a front
with them on the question of, say, peace in indochina, ho*"u"",
because 

_on that goal we "", "gr"u. 
Such a ,nited front is the Na-

tional Alliance Against Racist aid poliucal Repression.* while our
Party phry 

_a 
role in the Alliance of which *"^ 

"rn 
be proud, it is

not "our" Alliance alon-e. Modesty should accompany trrl p.ia" *"
feel and should be reflected-together with the ^pria"; 'tt 

" nout
Political Resolution.

. -Y"ry comrades are confused about this. Some look upon the
Alliance (and other united fronts of which the party is *-i"*1 

",.T,:f :U, :r. or ganiz ations'- grou-ps initi ate d, or gartie i *a' griaua
!)r tne rarty to attract non-Pa4y forces to the p"B. That the-whole
Party is- not clear about the distinction between irnited fronts and,
intermediary- organizations is seen in many ways. After the luly  
11ch in Raleigh, as w.e have_already ,rr"rUor"d, there *", 

" 
*"g_

niffcent. opportunity to buird the Ailiance, uniting with other forcei,
to q1t" a truly mass movement. But not a[ de comrades under-
stood this, including some of the comrades who have been 

"rrig"Ldto work in the area of defense. Rather than building efliances withthe t\oulands of people_ wlo felt strongly 
"rrorgt 

-*a 
cor"*itt"d

enough to havel to Raleigh, some comrades sought to turn the
brothers and sisters who sh-ared the buses into precLct workers for
Party and YWLL election campaigns. (Undoubtedty ,o*" oi*ru."
non-Party forces were prepared tJ he\l out. But as a whole, they

Jl"",rgt-"t the- Draft Reso-rution, the word .'Racisrn, is used insteadof "Racisf" in referring to the name of the Alliance. trrir- ar,*ra r.
changed in the adopted political Resolution.
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clearly were not. The result was that the,y neither worked on our

election campaigns nor were Alliances built.) More often the sisters

and brothers-wer" forgotten altogether. A precious moment was lost.

Another, similar error is the use of Parly bookstores and educa-

tion centers as centers of Alliance (and other united front) activity.

ff we are in a true alliance with others, we should either be meeting

in a'heutrall' center-a church, community hall, union hall or what-

ever-or at least in each other's headquarters oII a rotating basis.

The fact that it takes so much explaining and efiort to get comrades

to understand such a basic proposition indicates that we have a

serious problem of not underitanding united front work. In some

"rr". 
t}rLr" is simply bureaucratic inertia, and a 'ho-struggle" atti-

tude of taking the "easy" route.
There ar" 

"1 
least two Party districts where no Alliance yet_exists,

but in which Party representalives, when addressing non-Party-bodies

on questions of repreision, have spo-ken T thu name of the Alliance.

Usually the problem does not reach such extremes. In some cases,

"o*r"d"r, 
uriderstanding the need of -work 

in the fteld of defense

but lacking the experience or the conffdence to build united fronts,

will rely oi other iomrades and on the ParT organization to be the

base of the Alliance.
This refects a weakness in Party education perhaps, because while

comrades are fairly well grounded in ideological and even strategic

concepts, we are'lacking-in organizational understanding. Perhaps

the Party schools and Marxist centers should ofier training courses

in organizing.
In -united-front work, a good Communist should be equal to 10

non-Party members in dedication, sacriffce, organizati-onal ability,
political-acumen. But many times, we ffnd P*ty-l-"il "mass 

-organ-
Ladons" which are predominantly Communist, indicating either a

lack of ability or a lack of conffdence or both. Again, tlris is 
_a 

serious

problem to overcome if we are to realize the potential of the times.

we devote so much space to this question because we believe

it is the key to making the great advan-ces we lanow are possible in
this period. Moreover,- the mastering of united front work and the

elimiiration of sectarianism are essential to the strategic implemen-

tation of our Party's program. It should go without s-1/ng that we

cannot have an antimonopoly coalition without a coalition'

But sometimes we build coalitions in name on1y,'letterhead" coali-

tions in which we are virtually the only force. Obviously it is self-

defeating to talk breadth and 6uild narrow]y. Our deeds must match

orr, *orIr. As a Parly we are capable of this task, but we must ful-
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fu 9ur capabilities. Revolutionaries must prove themselves each dayin strugg-le,-over and over again. It is imperative to our rore as the
vanguard of the U.S. working class.

The masses will eome to see us as a vanguard. But ffrst they must
see us.-we completely subscribe to the iraft Resorution when it
states that "the possibilities for the growth in size and. influence of
our Party are considerably greater than what has been realized in
practice,- and they will become greater stiil. Therefore we have to
assess what stands in the way, ,.rd what more need.s to be done in
order to realize the objective possibilities.' (p. 7s.) the braft nes-
olution goes_on to give the rdquired assessment of 'what stand.s in
{re way and what more needs to be done." rt concrudes that ..a[
communist standards of work must be measured against the yard-
sti3| of leadership_ of masses in struggle.', We absoltiteli "g;,. Jhe growth and infuence of the"Farty is precisely the point ofthis pap-er. we can onry recruit if we [ave'ti". *ifn-,h"?"rr"r.
obviously we cannot recruit new party members from within the
I*ty, except perhaps by _producing "redldiaper babies.liirr"i" 

"ru "lltoo many- comrades,,inclu.ding__unforrunatjy some leading cadres,
yh9 se-e their political work as-"internar" *ork o, who everrosee their
lead.ershi_p role conffned to 

-reading 
"inside" the party. we have to

master the elimination of the sepiration of '?arty l6adership,, arrd
"mass leadership-.' llhey- have to iecome tt " ,r*J ,frirrg.-ffi"o *"run candidates for public office we sometimes offer coirrades whoare known only to the party, who have no mass base. We cannot
I5" th: working class so lightly. Election time is one of ttre fewtimes that working people get io 

-assert 
their politicuf t""rpo. W"

must offer to them our best comrades. The same is true for our massy"rl_+ general. If comrades.are g-ood._enough t9 give learlership

_ltrl$,}: ,"Ily, certainty they Jhoutd be "good Jro,rgh to gi.,re
leadership to masses outside the party. And simirarry, ii comra-des
are proven leaders of masses they shourd become i""au* or tn"
Party as well.

It should be clear to anyone that our party is absolutery correct
when we say_ w-e are in a ,rew period of history. eftli 'Vi"t 

"*,watergate and- the economic crisis^, miflions of oui people have lost
con"ffdence.in.the eapitalist sy_stem and are starting to t6ot< for alter-
natives. we know that socialism is the onry viaf,re answer to the
crisis and masses are beginning to see that as weil. our task nowis to join with the masses in ffghting- for that answer. The working
class 

-and 
the_people need our Farty"but we need the workins crass

and the people. As new forces begin to develop a socialist pJrrp""_
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tive we must be at their side. We can only do this if we have built
ties to them in day-in and day-out worLing relationships. People
have learned to distrust words. Deeds are what coun! and righffully
so. Our Party has to be seen in action as not only having the correct
analysis of the moment and the best vision of the future, but we
have to be seen as the best ffghters, t}e most dedicated of militants.
These are the qualities that have won Communists the leadership
of the working class in Vietnam, in Chile, in Portugal.

Not only must we work to win the working class and the people's

conffdence, we must also be open to them as they approach socialism.
Unquestionably, tens of thousands are starting to talk about socialism.

Socialism is becoming a mass issue. It is our responsibility as Com-
munists to talk socialism with them. Of course new voices for social-
ism will often be mistaken on this, that or another point. Should
that prevent us from talking to them and trying to win them? Of
course not. Yet sometimes we fail to do so. When syndicated column-
ist and former McGovern supporter Pete Hamill announced in a
lengthy statement that he has come to understand that socialism is
the only alternative for our country to the evils of monopoly capital-
ism, we should have embraced him and welcomed him on board the
train to socialism. But instead, because he said a few sfupid things
about the Soviet Union, ow Daily Woild ran a series of ffve or six
articles virtually branding Hamill as an epemy. Could we not have
agreed with him where he was right, which was in 90 per cent of
his statement, and shown where we disagreed? Ideological struggle
should be conducted to win people, not to lose them.

Another example: Since our last Party convention, the Puerto
Rican Pro-Independence Movement has become the Puerto Rican
Socialist Party (PSP). PSP has become a mass movement for social-
ism in the barrios of our country (aside from its infuence in Puerto
Rico itself). The PSP is a young party; it has not yet made the
full transition to a socialist party. It has its share of opportunists
and anti-communists. Its practice is sometimes sectarian and narrow.
Still, can any comrade argue that the development of a mass move-
ment for socialism in the Puerto Rican communities is not a positive
development to be welcomed? There are forces, including leading
forces in PSP, who are Marxisf who are partisans of the world
Communist movement, who want unity with our Party. How do we
influence this development best-by working closely with it or by
holding it at arm's length? If we cannot enter into coalition with
such forces, with whom will we have an antimonopoly coalition?
The questions are rhetorical, of course, because the answers are
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obvious.

There are hundreds of pete Hamifls and psps (this is not meant
!9 imply that Hamill and the pSp are at all equalj tn"t we ca, winif we are willing. Of course we do no, includ.e'i" tti, 

"at"gory 
srr"h

outffts as Revolutionary union, whose express purpose is to destroy
our Party.

. T!" problem of sectarianism represents an ideological and organ-
izational fear of the masses. But we shourd have iothinq to fear.
Our Party is capable of_ meeting the challenge of the tiLer. Orr
ideas are subscribed to by hundleds of miilio'ns of p"opru *round

11" ry*:ld. Tt"y :r1 be tLe ideas and we can b" thi ,ig"#"ur"
ot millions here in the united states. comrades, if we rinite with
others we have nothing to rose but sectarianism. we have an entre
class and a people to win.

BETTY SMITTI

The iVeed for the fommunist Party
The w.orking class cannot.eriminate capitarism and with it capitarist

crises without its own.poriticar parry, Lne guided by the M'ar*ist-
Leninist science of sociar-changei o"ry su"ria pa4y'is-"ttu-to or-
ganize, unite, and lead the struggle bf th" *oif.i.ig class and its
allies to defeat the monopories an?" establish ,""i"riripr*"". flrr, r,the essential, Leninist parry of the new type, the co*munist-p".ty.It is not dificult to .get agreement ab'oi t rhe indispensability 6f
our P-arty in the struggle against monopory and for sociarism. But itis still much too difficult !6 g* speciffic expranations as to 

-why, 
ifwe are convinced our Party is,essential to advaneing and winning

t-he class struggle, we ffnd- such reluctance in our rranks to try to
convince other activists-to recruit them into the party.

The Draft Resolution for our 2rst convention rists eight major
areas of mass work in which our party already ir, o" 3u, b", ,major force in developing mass struggles. \,Vilhin' there eereral
categories are many_more-tenants, struggles, schools, taxes, eZology,

"T"lgy, 
transi! child-care, etc.-in whicL-comrades are active. some

of. these-strugglg_s begin spontaneorsry, without speciffc parry initi-
atives. Horv r,vell Ur,:rT clul s.and.higher orgaiizations re'spond?
Horv often are we able to join in with-such rh"op o, 

""ighbo'rlrooaactions to_ hy to develop them to a higher levil of strigele and
ideological clarity? A key measure of hJw effectivery *r ??-.o i,
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whether or not we recruit new members in the course of such
activity. Another gauge of our own conftdence in the role of our
Parly is how quickly we can end the examples we still have of
one Communist one shop, or one or two Communists to a key
housing development or neighborhood block.

Conftdence in the role of our Party is based on our conffdence
in the capacity and future of the working class. Some comrades
see class stmggle mainly as the economic struggle carried on in
the shops and trade unions. On the other hand this is sometimes
even perceived as a 'harrow" struggle, compared to forms of com-
munity or city-wide activity. We need to be clear and consistent
that the class struggle means for all comrades the ffght to place
the working class at the head of mass struggles. It means develop-
ing the ffght so as to advance the struggle for a political power
that will curb the monopolies and move forward to building soeial-
ism. This goal is impossible to achieve without advancing the leading
role of the basic working class, united and guided by its Leninist
Party.

The Draft Resolution lists other obstacles to recruiting. One of
these is the influence of racism among potential white recruits, and
the presence of white chauvinist errors among Party members which
discourages Black and other specially oppressed from joining. White
chauvinism is an obstacle to recruiting from many aspects. How
does a white Communist in a shop or key neighborhood coalition
behave so as to convey an understanding of the need for unity
against racism? Is this understanding of the fundamental self-interest
of white workers and the working class in Black-white unity con-
vincing to other white workers? Does the white comrade in the shop
or on the block give effective leadership in defense of victims of
racist ffrings, frame-ups, police brutality? Are these problems dis-
cussed in the Party collective for assistance so as to guarantee ade-
quate follow through and the best possible solution? Seeking answers
to these and similar questions indicates how serious we are about
building our Party, and our level of conffdence in the working elass.

A willingness to take on problems and struggle for collective an-
swers to them is the opposite of reliance on spontaneifz. However,
there are still too many examples of confusing the inevitability
of socialism with its spontaneous arrival when the conditions are
more developed than at present. Of course, it is not put so plainly,
but the idea is present in many of our habits and attitudes. A few
districts now have a plan of work for Parly-building, but most do
no! nor is there a national plan or a national recruiting leaflet or
pamphlet. And while our Party i-s growing, we have not organized a
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recruiting- drive which- would not only increase our membership
but provide us with rich, many-sided experiences from which to im-
prove our recruiting in the future.

It has often been said that some clubs insist on unrealistically
high standards for new members, and use ttandards" as a method of
reskicting membership. often these are arso clubs which have no
speciffc focus for their political work, and therefore dont feel the
need for new members. we must work to shift such clubs frorn
being a.grorp of comrades, each of whom may have ,-aifi"r"rt
*Tt^ o.I Party assignmen! to a club with one main puqpose and
a deffnite concentration point

- 
As we do tlis, we can deverop a ffght for higher standards of

1*? T"Tb":*tp in a yay that vii[ be"an aid to iecruiting and not
an obstacle. The new draft Constitution has an added reiuirement
for membership, which is part of the ffght to ,rir" o* ii""a"ra,ot activity and collective work. In addition to accepting the party
constitution and program as determined by the conientL.r, belorrg-i"g to a clyp-*d_pr-rti"rpating in its aclivities, and. paying due"s,
members will be asked. to-carr{ out club decisi,o^. rr"l"i.,rt-ry trr"i
will include decisions. to speed up recruiting and new *ppror"t 

", to
potential members. The ffrst appioach is a-pran of *orii at the na-
tional as well as district and club levels. part of such a piar, ,rrrrrt b"
the stepfed-up u_se of Party literature to bring potential rlcruits closerto th3 Party and to answer those questions- ivhich are obstacres to
membership. Planned and consistenf circulation of our pro, 

""a trr"fslt r.o, subscriptions is a basic aid to recruiting. These'measrrres wilt
help, but other forms are needed. Each distriJg ,rd ir ro.rru-"ur"r,
each city or section organization needs a regurar,rr""t"red, o"-going
series of classes for new members and -potential 

members. su"h
classes will at the same time be a *"*r of valuable educationar
training_and refreshment for the present club leaders and ottrer dis-trict cadre who will conduct the- classes. while national 

""Jr" "*r,participate in various districts from time to time, we need a systemof classes so widesp_re1d and continuing that the to.rt i^ari **t
be ttre main core which leads them.

our national schools and nationally-sponsored one or two week
schools in major cities have producei 6nough 

"*perieoce 
,rrd *u-

terial so that it should be possibre to provide o,ifirr"., .o.rr**i",
and similar teaching aids to districts. pirty Affai,rs migirr 

"iro "o"-tain more such material and outrines on current articLs or topics.
some of tle bookshops and neighborhood, centers w" harr" Lstab-

lished are now not open during tf,e hours trrat workers 
"rria *o.t

easily get to tlem-eveniogs and weekend,s. Along with o"goiog

s3
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classes and forums, we might examine whether in some districts a

i;;;a;ghborhooJ:'potiti""l c1ub" (not Partv club) would help

involve activists *il ,i; t"y"nd the age of YYLL membership'

Where there is not a YWLf orgarizatiJn' the classes would help

i;-;;ttd ,;L i, u tr,"J u*". git th" 'political cluH' could be a

*"*r-"f [u"ty "d";;;;J 
and informal] social activity' 11 

well as

a center for struggle-;; th" issues which concern that neighborhood.

If ,o"h " 
""Lr6" could develop ties with an unemployment center

o"-rrrrioi UUf o"urfy, 
-acuviues'of 

-a 
much wider scope would be

;;,,i:6il ""4 
prr*a1',rr,L-rrrty club in the area with an advanced

mass base.

The struggle for higher standards in mass work' organizgaoml

*".il"a.,-",i3t"d"'"ffi *i:ffiff #:#x;:r";x,"';JilU:higher the PartY sP:

;il;',h" kt'a'of ^;;t ,h;tits memberi are proud to introduce

to recruits.
Another part of Party-building is to convey to others what the

partv has contributed io the efi"ectiveness of 
'the individuafs work

iJd"';#'Jt .r," 
""ig1'b"'uood' 

Too often' comrades with good

mass ties act as if th"i"""fi"ctiveness is due solely to their personal

abilities. Of course,Iiis it u fu"tot' but most of 
'the credit for sus-

tained mass leadertf ip tf'o"ftl go to the Pa-rty collective' and doing

this wo"tit bring othirs closer to joining the Parly'

Our Party fr", Ul"-"" * i*p""i"t fitor in m-any victories for

the working class and people^ since our '72 Convention' Comrade

Aneela Davis won ;;,;;i;" f'e"d' The McCarran Act was de-

ffiffi: w"**"*["i"a to movements of struggle 
^such 

as the

NAAPR, NCFIU, d;il Sofia"'ity' -Solidariw 
with African Libera-

tion, the corf"ter#;;#-F;'iuIilit"* gldset' and manv labor

rank-and-ffle developmJrts' The *o"opJli"t' d""i*t that they had

mastered control "il'ti; ""o"9*y' 
tire political system' and im-

oerialist adventures, i'** t"g"t"d- a s:ries 6f defeats' The Watergate

ffi;;;;,;#*"r|1, "rr-rr, ""d 
the depression, and the rout of u.s.

Hn:Ht'#^il"r",i""ri"r"ic Vieteamese people, have led tens of thous-

ands to deeper q;ti';;g-"U""t the'o"iot" of capitalism and the

oath ahead.t"#"'ffi; 
the struggle for democracy and.against imperialism will

be on the agenda "'-io"g 
as monopoly capita=lism survives' But the

developments "f 
t#p#i;;;;;;',t,6dui-"tf us t3-3nd the errors

which flow from ;"";;;;fi"'Jtio' of the stabfutv of the monopolies

and an ,roa","'ti*uf,o" o'th" potential for mass struggles' There

is still a lag in th;;;;t*ent if many comrades to this new and

changrng reality. W"-il;;; yet thou'ght through the potential for
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work among the ullmptoyed; we underestimate .1tJ:::rffirH:of the youtf, United-ioJ yJU, tr*ir,!, ,ra fait to gi.,". ma*i^r*assistance to the ry"". Nati;;ii;-;?';ii* 
"r.ir,E.a,r,iil. r"r,"rwe are very srow to commit forcls ,"a. r"rnir 
-fr;;; 

;r-;'"ildingwomen foi Raciar and Economi""iq"",.y (*REE). AIr of this
:X.l?j7,ilX"iot y*,diges-# ,I"=ilp;", or the i",tr"* y",,,
ry"*ir;,iil"i,#1i,x1s,,,3"fi1;;,"#xlr,;!,1"r*,.,r,;
acted upon the fact^thit 

"rrr. ""u"ilol'"io, can be defeated as thedominant trend in tt" t"U"r-r"-oJ#lr1*ro the coming period.Persistence in this underestimaail;I ah" potentiar for further suc_cesses against monopory w,l be a ,".iorrr'br;r.;";;";;ldt"g 
"",Parg. We will ffnd *r*ru"ririfi"q;i;"., movements or runningto catch up instead,of grving rcrE"*ilf and winning new activetorces into our parg.

This pre-conventiln- d.iscussion p91iod and the work of the 21stNational Convention must put ,r, fLUy o, the breakthrough courset

:!i"e:'*li,ff u:#* #,x, Hlmerely r;;i;;;;;;rnr i- -^r^+:^- .r ., 'iPllt: The- Party is notmererv a rerevant r*lto' il ';i#;;fiffiiii:,'u|Z,!i#,rlii*These movements 
,"Td :t "SSf", "r" tt " Uuri, 

"f Af J""iri r-S_ress' But thev cannot by th"rii"iu;il-4" guarantee of the'con-sistent advancement 
"r 

irr" i","r"r,r""r irr" w-orking crass and. other
:,1-1:l_r :f e," peopte, i"t-"i"""'rf 'ai"" 

advance to the revotu_uonary struggle for i sociahst society. i:1, trrir ," 
"aJror"-iiJi ",

is requiredJtle conscious il;ffi ihu-li* of a Marxist-Leninistvanguard political party.
\.fass movements-and struggles can and do arise spontaneously,without the initiativ" o, 

"v6i tt " pr"r"i"e of sucli a vanquarcl.But teft to themsetv:: 
th.:y il;ffi"!"".;ge direction or sfaviPlwer. When tJre strussl6 .r.,o".*?"'^i:::P:,'i';""t:n or staying

;ht"h."'s;;ffi'-",1sJ"d"n,L,fl"J1T;F,"J;TS"*",;'i::'kl",
persed, or else it may.becom;;f;;; to further progress. Iti: o."ty the_invotvem"l,:t ;;;"##ffi;
that provides th" bari, for advaricing tire ,ri"i"H#rtl:T#y;move-ments, for giving tt "* po*"r-to'ln
"y,*::::li"d'io,," 1o,".* revers of 3iL1?_,,"o. 

grow stronger

"*kfffi"*;""#^1 'gsg"' ; ilili ;";:'i"opr"t arriance
u?rteJs-#;;";*-lt*F#%X#&#",:"il:il*r-tffi,fi,:T
;"*"f, il?r,[ *?#9, fi **:ruf,r r* [il "-,:t *,:" ::$r,,irL4r ilu(r polltrcal level. This i, f""da*"ntul.

-Draft Rbsolution, 2tst Convenlr", CiflSe

COMMUNICATIONS

0n Shakespeare

Without claiming to be anY
kind of an expert on Shakespeare,
I would like to add my two cents
worth (lef,s say ten cents worth,
considering today's inflation) to
the interesting discussion in PA
on Shakespeare's role and the role
of all other progressive and hu-
manist artists of the Past in
creating a revolutionary culture
today.

First of all, who was Shake-
speare? We know little enough,
but that little is enlightening.
Shakespeare was an actor, PlaY-
wright and' Po,rt o'tt)ner of th'e

Gtobe Th.eater ia London at the
end of the 16th and the beginning
of the 17th centurY. His theater
was under the Patronage of the
English national court which for
a part of ShakesPeare's lifetime
united the nation and stood for
the interests of the bourgeoisie.
Shakespeare was a member of the
nascent, revolutionary bourgeois
class of his time. He and his 17th
century followers like Webster,
Beaumont and Fletcher reflected
the thinking of the most advanced
element of the bourgeoisie of that
time. With great class Partisan-
ship, Shakespeare wrote about the
class struggles taking Place
against feudalism. Henrg IV and
Henrg I/, to take two examPles,
deal with the defeat of feudal-
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ism (and the feudal ethics of a
Hotspur) in favor of the creation
of a nation. Plays like Maebeth
deal with representatives of a
dying class who run amok in
their desire to hold or gain power
(like the MacArthurs and Nixons
of our time).

At the same time, Shakespeare
also attacked the greed and dis-
honesty of elements of his own
class. Timon of Athens is quoted
by Marx in the Economi,c anil
Plti,losoplti,c Montescripts of 1844
when dealing with the money
fetish and alienation present in
all bourgeois society.

Like all representatives .of a
revolutionary class, Shakespeare
didn't speak just for his own
class but in the name of humani-
ty. True, there are elements in
his works which contradict this,
just as the ownership of slaves
stood in crass contradiction to the
values contained in the Declara-
tion of Independence. But none-
theless, Shakespeare was a pro-
found humanist and there is
much in his ethical values and
human portrayals which is of the
utmost value today.

On the other hand, as both
Leroy and Cassidy point out,
Shakespeare has no understand-
ing of the role of the masses and
can go so far as to show con-
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tempt for ordinary people (al_
though sometimes precisely these
people are the ones to show great
wisdom). There is much of the
feudal order in his works and a
tendency to treat nobility as auto-
matically more .,noble,, than oth-
ers. fn many works, the nobility
speak in verse and the commoners
in prose. His works also contain
much of medieval Christianity in
them and expound concepts, such
as chasitS which are patenfly ab_
surd in our day.

So what do we do with all of
this ? Does it have a value for
revolutionary culture in 19ZS? If
we demand only works that reflect
a correct and modern ideologieal
position from a Marxist point of
view, we ean discard not only
the classics but also most con-
temporary Iiterature. Literature
of the past eannot replace the
neeessity for revolutionary litera-
ture of the present. But the past
can still offer us a great deal.
Shakespeare deals with social,
classes in his plays and any pro-
duction which emphasizes the
class nature of his plays instead
of masking it behind Freudian-
ism, mysticism, etc. is making a
contribution to the struggle
against modern bourgeoise ide_
ology which would have us believe
that there are no classes and no
class struggle. Of course Shake-
speare does not question capital-
ism, but his sharp attack on cer-
tain aspects of it is useful in our
time for criticizing modern capi-
talism and helping people under-
stand the origins of their aliena-
tion. And today, when a tremen-
dous quantity of commereial ,tul_
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ture" has descended to.portraying
and glorfying the most asocial
kinds of behavior, and all kinds
of perversion, works which con-
tain normal, human values are
vitally necessary if the people are
not going to become so brutalized
that they can be used for the
greater perversions of war and
fascism.

Again it must be stated that the
greatest need is for modern,
revolutionary works. But Lenin
has pointed out that under con-
ditions of capitalism, the domi-
nant ideology and culture are
capitalist and that there are only
elements of a democratic and so-
cialist culture. American history
has shown that just how strong
these progressive elements are is
inseparably Iinked with the po-
litical mood and movements oi a
given time. It is no accident that
the "red" thirties were the time
of the greatest upsurge in pro-
gressive art in our century and
that the 50s were a wasteland. ft
is also no accident that in the
decades where the greatest politi-
cal struggle in the country involv-
ing the masses was the Black
Iiberation struggle, the progres-
sive art of those decades \ryas
Iargely by Blaek artists and on
the themes of Black liberation.
What I'm trying to point out is
that revolutionary art cannot be
pulled out of a hat at will. AI-
though there are signs that the
70s and 80s could again become
decades of progressive and/or
revolutionary culture, we need the
elassics and must fight to save
them from the distorting hands
of the bourgeoisie.

ON SIIATESPEINE

lVhich works and writers are
valuable at a given time is a
trielry question. Obviously lilorks
which deal with or parallel mod-
ern political questions are inter-
esting. But a work which deals
with histbrical questions in a
dialectical way also has its value
even though the theme may be
strange. The performing arts are
extremely useful because we have
the opportunity to interpret, to
add ideas of our own to what is
on the written page, emphasize
certain elements in the work, edit,
etc. Paul Cassidy is quite right in
considering both academically his-
torical interpretations and mod-
ernizations of Shakespeare as

traps. The only example I know
where Shakespeare has been suc-
cessfully rewritten and modern-
ized is Brecht's The Rounil Heads
o,nd the Peabeil Heails whieh
trausforms Measure for Measure
into a totally ne'w play. But the

s,

writer must have the abilities of
a Brecht to get away with it. Still,
the possibilities for interpretation
of both Shakespeare's work and
our own are endless. I wouldn't
put grafitti on the walls or gar-
bage cans in the court of Ham-
let's Denmark, but f would make
his casUe decayed and crumbling.
I would draw parallels between
the desperation and ruthlessness
of the feudal lords and today's
profit barons. Most especially I
would try to interpret the plays
in such a way as to awaken the
critical spirit of the audience so

that they may analyze the social
processes taking place.

Many of the ideas Presented
here are not new. But their new-
ness is not important To the con-
trary, the fact that they have al-
ready been applied successfully in
the fight for socialism and in so-

cialist countries indicates their
solidity.

A Heply to [assidy

May I have the privilege of a
reply to Paul Cassidy's strictures
against Sidney Finkelstein's Who
Needs Shaltespeare? and of my
review of that book (March 1974
Poli,tical Affai,rs).

First, humanism, that is, the
primacy of human beings ancl of
their elevation to a life of dignity,
self-development antl true politi-
cal, social and economic equality
on earth, is an inherent principle

IEON BAYA

of socialism. Thus, when Finkel-
stein extols Shakespeare for his
humanism, we acknowledge that
the man from Stratford-on-Avon
is a supreme spokesman for one
of our basic tenets. If certain
popular soap operds or bourgeois
productions advocate humanism,
they ought to be praised for that
aspect of their message. But I am
certain that they are often tainted
with erroneous concepts such as
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man's evil, instinctive nature and
his innate greediness, etc., as well
as his inborn violence and bru-
tality.

Secondly, in Shakespeare,s Iater
works, especially ia King Lear
a,nd in The Ternpesf we find a
broad concern with classes: the
wealthy are callously indifferent
to the plight of the poor. The
main theme of Lear, in my
opinion, is not one of ingati-
tude; rather it deals with a self-
willed, arrogant, dominant ruler,
accustomed to having his way,
who has never suffered either
physical pain or mental anguish.
This autocrat learns, in the storm
scene and later, how the poor, the
neglected and the mentally un-
balanced suffer in a world where
the rich have an unnecessary
abundance of life,s comforts,
while others go about the country-
side naked, hungry, homeless and
friendless. Lear asks that those
who live in the lap of luxury
"shake the superflux,, to these
suffering people. Anyone familiar
with the social and economic con-
ditions of Shakespeare's day is
aware of the almshouses, the
paupery, the crimes on the high-
ways and the misery of large
groups of people, especially those
yeomen and their families who
were driven from their lands so
that wool could be grown for an
axpanding European market. In
The Tempest Shakespeare has
loyal Gonzalo speak of a world
where neither riches, poverty, nor
service should be known.

True, Shakespeare was not a
politician. And like writers in
every class-divided societg his
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art, as he says, was .,tongue-tied.

by Authority.', He almost lost his
Iife when Lord Essex presented
Ri,churd, II, a play which dares
to show the dethroning of a king

-a 
personage anointed and di-

vinely chosen to rule.
With regard to the Mercha,nt

of Venice, when Finkelstein
speaks of golil, he refers to it,
Mr. Cassidy should understand,
not literally, but figuratively; gold
or money distorts men,s lives be-
cause seeking and getting it ite-
bases human beings.. Note also
in Tirnon of Athens, one of Karll
Marx's favorite plays, that
Timon's friends desert him when
he loses his money, and return
to fawn on him when he finds
gold. The latter "knits and breaks
religions," turns ugliness into
beauty, and viee into virtue.
Marx quotes this passage in Cap-
i,tal. And are not gold, money,
business-are not the accumula-
tion of these for personal gain at
the expense of exploitation of
others-anti-humanist ?

Furthermore, Shakespeare,s at-
titude towards women is basically
a humane one. In almost all of
the plays women play leading,
often initiating, roles: they are
loyal (Cordelia), dignified (Des-
demona), passionately attached to
their husbands (Lady Macbeth),
and utterly delightful in their
repartee and quick intelligence
(Rosalind). Ophelia, alone, isr
non-assertive, and the reason is
a matter of drama.turgy; had
she been a typically perceptive,
Shakespearea-n woman, the play
rvould not be possible, althoughL
her insanity and death are mo-
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ments of great pathos. For his
time, when women were seldom
educated, and were almost never
involved in careers, and more
often than not were maligned as
gossips and shrews, their por-
trayals as the equals of men rep-
resent a significant advance.

fn addition, for Shakespeare
to portray Shylock as having
some human qualities was a rela-
tively advanced position. Jews
rn'ere reviled, 'wore separate cloth-
ing, and were condemned to
money-lending because the pro-
fessions and Iand ownership were
denied them. If you wish to see
what the common opinion of Jews
rvas among the upper class in
England, read Marlowe's Jew of
Malta, which depicts him as a
money-mad, murderous, treacher-
ous monster with no redeeming
traits.

f cannot understand why Cas-
sidy condemns Shakespeare for
not being class-conscious in the
contemporary sense. Marx and
Engels tell us that the proletariat
as u/e now define that class do
not appear on the stage of history
until the Industrial Revolution,
a term first used by Engels, in-
cidentally. It is as unfair to
take Shakespeare to task on that
score as it is to criticize Darwin
for not recognizing that genes,
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rather than blood, carry hered-
itary traits

Finally, when Finkelstein de-
scribes our best writers as being
alienated, he means our best cap-
italist writers, some of whom
have great skill, but who present
a pessimistic and dreary outlook
on life. He does not refer, of
course, to Brecht, Gorki, Sholokov
and Carl Sandburg, for example.

Lastly, Finkelstein did not "set
up Shakespeare" as the ,'last
word" in his or our changing
world. Finkelstein judged him in
his historical perspective which,
I believe, is a fundamental Marx-
ist principle. For his time, Shake-
speare was a humanist, as was
Sophocles in Antigone. and Rem-
brandt in his tranquil domestic
scenes, and Leonardo in his hu-
man women rather than the dis-
embodied angels of the pre-
Renaissance. For our time, too,
Shakespeare's sympathy, his full-
Iength portraits of people, his
Ianguage, his humor and his dra-
matic art are more than sufficient
for us socialists to need, hi,m, So
does the socialist world, which
produces his plays continuously.

May I venture to say that a
future Shakespeare can only come
to fruition as modern socialist-
humanism in all its facets.



More nn the Philosophy of Science,

Heply to Hank Starr
"The strong idealism which

permeates the book," to quote
Hank Starr, led me to join Pap-
pademos in his critique of Kuhn's
\ook, The Structure of Sci,enti,fic
Beaolutions, which was being ac-
cepted uncritically by some of our
Marxist colleagues. Our pupose in
laying bare the idealist aspect of
Kuhn seems to have been largely
accomplished, at least in the
pages of Politi,cal Affai,rs. In
Hyman Cohen's letter in the Feb-
ruary 1975 Potitical Affairs,
Cohen also says that we must not
let Kuhn's "idealist side muddy
the waters."

I believe that Pappademos has
performed a further service by
opening up a discussion on the
political implications of the phil-
osophy of science in the article
"The Scientific Outlook Under
Attack." Pappademos is writing
a detailed reply to Starr, since
the major work on that article
lvas his, but I would like to add
a few words.

In this time of economic crisis,
the impression is being created
by bourgeois sources that there
has been a breakdown of the abil-
ity of scientists to predict events,
since even the "specialists" don't
understand a depression accom-
panied by inflation. A feeling of
helplessness is being deliberately
spread among the people, fed by
the idea that some subjects can-
not be understood. For example,
the March 21, L975, Science
printed an article titled "Limits
60
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to the Scientific Understantling
of Man." At this time, when ide-
ological clarity is essential, it
would be wrong to exaggerate
Kuhn's eontributions by overlook-
ing the impact of Kuhu's ideal-
ist confusion.

In this connection, I think
Starr is way off base when he
suggests that "commitment to a
common paradigm makes Marx-
ism so effective in transforming
the world under many widely
varying conditions." This turns
the whole class struggle upside
down, and makes its success de-
pendent on the agreement of its
practitioners, rather than its cor-
respondence to the needs of the
people and reliance on the lead-
ing role of the working class.

Cohen makes a useful sugges-
tion of the "need of a thoroughly
Marxist-based study of Kuhn's
original question: How does the
body of scientific knowledge
grow?" I hope that intensive
work is being done in the social-
ist countries also on this import-
ant question. No doubt, Kuhn's
specific studies in the history of
science will make a positive con-
tribution to this study.

Finally, the most common cri-
ticism of our article, from some
leaders of our movement, was
that they could not understand it.
This is a serious criticism and I
believe we should follow the
model of Aptheker's "Time on the
Cross," which is a readable cri-
tique of a technical book

BOOK REVIEWS
SIMON GEBSION

ticularly poor people, were monu-
mental. Snubbed at Yale because
he was a Jew, Moses became a
hardened snob at Oxford. A child
of wealth-his parents were Part
of the German-Jewish "Our
Crowd" set-he was mesmerized
by the British upper class. His
Ph.D. thesis at Oxfortl on Bri-
tain's eivil service earlY on
showed his life-long class bias, in-
clutling as it did an attack uPon

civil servants daring dnough to
form trade unions. To solve this
problem, the young Moses wrote,
there would have to be "in the
last analysis . . . the remorseless
exercise of the executive Power of
suppression ancl dismissal. . ." fn
this regard, Moses didn't change
much over the years, excePt for
the worse.

Caro dwells at consiclerable
length on the details of Moses'
early life, his forbears and the
development of his character.
These are, of course, useful to an
unilerstantling of the man Moses
but of themselves are bY no

means tlecisive. After all, there
were others in Public life with
fanatical ambition, vast abilities
and overwhelming drive-but who
got nowhere. Moses, however, left
his marks, some of which are,
ugly scars, on New York and the

Boh Moses-Wall Street's Talenteil Tool

Robert Moses has been called
a genius, an empire-builder, a
Hitler, the John Bunyan of pub-
lie works and "the prime minister
of the permanent government."
Call him what you will, Robert A.
Caro's workx amply demonstrates
that Bob Moses was one of fin-
ance capital's most useful 20th
century tools. If the big banks
didn't have a Bob Moses they
would have had to invent one.

Caro, a youthful investigative
reporter, tells us why in his
meticulously-doeumented, massive
(1,260 page) volume. It is some-

thing of a seminal work, not-
withstanding one or another Pos-
sible disagreement on an oeca-

sional fact or interpretation. That
the book won a Pulitzer Prize
award last month - something:
impossible ten years ago when
Moses was at the height of his
power-reflects the new feeling in
wide circles to sociallY relevant
investigative reporting.

UnquestionablY, Moses was a

ruthless genius with an awesome

drive who was affiictetl with a
terminal ego. His arrogance and
contempt for individuals, Par-

*The Power Broleer: Robert
Moses anil the Fall o! New York,
Alfred A. KnoPf, New York, 1974,

$17.95.
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nation. These are not only in the
form of the public works them_
selves but, what is more signi_
ficant, a whole anti-democratic
closs doctrine and class method_
ology in public construction. As
one of his sharpest critics, the
famed architect-philosopher Lewis
Mumford said of him: ,,In the
twentieth century, the influence
of Robert Moses on the cities of
America was greater than that
of any other person.,,

Mumford does not exaggerate.
Engineers, architects, foita.".
and public officials came from
everywhere to visit Bob Moses
and his far-flung works, the more
than 800 miles of parkways, Jones
Beach, the Robert Moses State
Park at Massena on the Canadian
border, the Robert Moses power
Dam at Niagara, the Triborough
and Verrazano bridges, to name
but a few of the g27-billion
worth of public works (figured
in 1968 dollars) he had built.
"Robert Moses,,, writes Caro,o'was unquestionably America,s
nost prolific creator. He ryas
America's greatest builder.,,

Caro unfolds the fascinating
details of Moses, rise to th;
pinnacle of power between 1924
and 1968 in lucid and vivid prose.
Moses wheedled, cajoled, cor-
rupted, Iied and terrorized his
way up under six New york State
governors and five New york
City mayors. Brooking no dis_
sent, he crushed opponents and
surrounded himself with a wallof sycophancy as he strove to
realize his own visions. But it
was not these aspects of the tal_
ented tyrant that are of the deep_
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est social significance. Basic to
understanding of what may be
called Mosesism is that Moses
introduced new elements into the
period that Caro terms ..the
orgy of public works without
precedent in history.,,

Moses developed, aceording to
Cato, "a whole new doctrine on
the building of urban public
works in a democratic society,,,
that is, the ruthless bulldozing
of people, homes and farms out
of the way of his giant projects
to reap billions for great banks,
insurance companies, building
contractors, politicians and fav-
ored lawyers. Moses was the first
to nurture to its fullest flower
the new form by which the bank-
ers could garner billions from
public works while being freed
from public controls, the so-called
"public authority.,,

This was a device set up by
legislation which ,.possessed not
only the powers of a large private
corporation but some of the pow-
ers of a sovereign state: the
power of eminent domain that
permitted the seizure of private
property, for example, and the
power to establish and enforce
rules and regulations for the use
of its facilities that was in reality
nothing less than the power to
govern its own domain by its own
Iaws."

Further, these authorities could
issue bonds which under the U.S.
Constitution were sacred, un-
breakable contracts. The detailed
records of the authorities were
secret; only bland meaningless
reports were made public. Thus,
the public authority in Mosesi

EOB MOSE

hands became in fact, Caro
writes, "a new fourth branch" of
government virtually independent
of the other three.

It was the bond-issuing power
of Moses' public authorities that
provided muscle and made them
favorite investments of finance
capital. These bonds, backed by
the revenues collected on Moses'
toll bridges and parkways, were
rated AAA on the bond market.
His tax-exempt authority bonds
"had both greater safety and a
higher return than corporate
bonds," Caro notes. Little wonder
that Dwayne Saunders, vice presi-
dent of the in*e*cment division
of the Chemical Bank, said: "WaIl
Street loved him for this."

And Wall Street loved Moses
for another reason-his bonds
were virtually interminable. The
motorist commuting to work
across a Moses-built toll bridge
might wonder occasionally when
the damned thing would be paid
for and toll-free. The Triborough
Bridge Authority, for example,
piled up such an annual surplus
that it could have retired its
bonds and paid for itself in about
six years. But that wouldn't
satisfy Moses or his bankers.
Moses simply thought up new
'projects for the Triborough Au-
thority and issued new shiny
forty-year bonds under his char-
ter, bonds that would be private-
ly placed with Rockefeller's
Chase Manhattan Bank, the
Chemical Bank, Morgan Guaran-
ty Trust, the Marine Midland
Bank, the Manufacturers IIan-
over Trust and the United States
Trust.
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Bankers were the prime hne-
flciaries of the Moses empire and
its real controllers. But there
were lesser beneficiaries - con-
tractors, engineering firms, in-
surance brokers, eertain lawyers,
a few old-line building trade
union leaders and, most certainly,
politicians of both major parties.
Moses spread the "legal" graft
around with a judicious hand;
those helpful got on the gravy
train; those who disagreed with
his imperial plans were destroyed
or ignored. Deep in the bowels
of the Triborough Authority,
Moses' principal fortress, were
dossiers on the personal and po-
litical peccadillos of friends and
foes.

Notwithstanding his pose as an
above-politics, selfless public ser-
vant, Moses was basically a re-
actionary, a Red-baiter and a
malignant racist. He regarded
Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal
reforms as "socialistic" and was,
among other things, a virulent
opponent of the system of propor-
tional representation under which
New York councilmanic elections
were held from 1937 through
1945. Caro flatly terms him "a
pioneer in McCarthyism, twenty
years before McCarthy."

Caro charges that Moses helped
push l{ew Dealer Rexford Tug=
well out of his New York City
Planning Commission post, that
he surreptitiously aided the drive
to bar re-nomination of the lib-
eral Republican Manhattan Bor-
ough President Stanley M. Isaacs,
and that he poisoned the mind of
Mayor La Guardia against Paul J.
Kern, the brilliant president of
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the Municipal Civil Service Com-
mission all of whom had
crossed Moses at one time or an-
other. Even this reviewer had the
dubious distinction of being pub-
licly attacked by Moses - at a
nominally non-political hearing on
construction of a Brooklyn-Bat-
tery crossing.*

Threaded throughout Caro's
massive work is proof positive of
the incredible depth of Moses'
racism. Moses did not really want
masses of working people at his
beloved Jones Beach or using his
parkways, especially Black and
Puerto Rican people. Parkway
bridges were deliberately desigued
to be too low to permit buses to
pass. Buses need permits to park
at Jones Beach and, Caro writes,
"buses chartered by Negro groups
found it very difficult to obtain
permits." His "white-only" ocean-
front policy was paralleled by his

iSpeaking at a City Council hear-
ing Mareh 27, L939, Moses, a vio-
Ient proponent of a bridge rather
than a tunnel connecting Batiery
Park to Brooklyn (which his Tri-
borough Authority would build),
lashed out at the demand that civil
service engineers be used on the
project. The New Yodo Times re-
ported it thus the next day: "Civil
service spokesmen who argued
for greater employment of civil
service personnel on the bridge
teceived a tart warning (from
Moses-SWG) that'civil service can
become a yacket to the point where
nothing but a communistic state
pleasing to Mr. I,saacs and M,r. Ger-
son can take care of them.''"Borough President Stanley M.
fsaac and Simon W. Gerson, his
assistant, were both in the Council
chamber when Mr. Moses made
them targets for his remark."
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attitude inside New York. "Robert
Moses built 255 playgrounds in
New York City during the
1930's," Caro writes. "He built
one playground in Harlem."

This basie anti-workingclass,
racist policy was generally main-
tained in all Moses projects, ex-
pressways, bridge approaches,
parks and housing. He could ac-
commodate himself gracefully to
the desires of the robber barons
of the North Shore of Long
Island and William Randolph
Hearst, but not to the desperate
needs of the poor. Caro demon-
strates with a map that Moses
redrew a route-;Jgr a Long Island
parkway to avoid cutting a por-
tion of Otto Kahn's private golf
course or otherwise disturbing
the lordly estates of the Four
Hundred but brutally cut
through small farms. Even the
L25th Street Manhattan exit of
the Triborough Bridge was or-
iginally designed for another spot

-but Hearst had some property
that he wanted to unload, and
Moses was accommodating.

But Moses rammed expressways
through working-class areas in
Brooklyn and the Bronx, destroy-
ing sound rent-controlled housing
and compact neighborhoods. He
was ruthless in his function as
City Construction Coordinator-
a veritable Poohbah, he headeil
seven different agencies at one
time-when he mowed down poor
areas to make way for higher-
priced or even luxury housing.
Caro hammers this point home,
reporting that "to build his high-
ways, Moses threw out of their
homes 250,000 persons." And for
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other projects, Caro estimates
that Moses dispossessed "tens of
thouands more . . . the flgure is
almost certainly close to half a

million. . . . More significant even

than the number of the dis-
possessed were their characteris-
tics: a disproportionate share of
them were black, Puerto Rican-
and poor. He evicted tens of
thousands of poor, non-white Per-
sons for urban renewal Projects,
and the housing he built to re-
place the housing he tore down
was, to an overwhelming extent,
not housing for the poor but for
the rich."

In a word, says Caro at one
point, Moses' "vision did not in-
clude poor people or jobs." It
emphatically did not include mass
transportation. (The auto and
highway industries were among
his strongest supporters.) Use
Triborough surpluses to heiP
build subways ? Never, said
Moses. Those funds "are Pledged
to our bondholders." A Joint Pro-
gram adopted by Moses' Tri-
borough and the Port of New
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York Authority recommended
spending $1.2 billion for new
highways - 

not a cent for sub-
ways. "The ultimate effect of
Moses' transPortation Policies
would be to helP keeP the citY's
poor trapped in their slums,"
Caro concludes. "TheY were in ef-
fect policies not only of transpor-
tation but of ghettoization, Poli-
cies with immense social imPlica-
tions."

Moses is gone now, maneuvered
out by Nelson Rockefeller in 1968

when he was governor of New
York, and reduced to a $35,000-a-
year powerless consultant's post at
the Triborough AuthoritY. But
the system of authorities that
Moses built remains and the bank-
ers and big bondholders still reaP

vast fortunes out of them, even

as cities crumble and the qualitY
of life for masses of workers de-

cays.
Caro's book is therefore more

than a brilliant political biogra-
phy; it is a challenge to the Peo-
ple's forces.

The History Commission of the Communist Party is gathering
material pertaining to activities of Communists, trade unionists
and othei left and progressive forces in the corrntry.- We want
material relating to a-ctivities preceding the founding of the Com-
munist Party as"well as its eaily years, and later period. We seek

to obtain information about stiikes, left and pro[ressive political
movements, actions of Blacks and other minorities, demonstrations,
meetings, arrests, jailings and other events. We would appreciate
receipiof written information, old pamphlets, pictures, news clip-
pings and other mementos of events.- 

Anyone having such information or material can contact or

send it to: Phil Bart, 23 West 26th Street, New York, N.Y. 10010'

These contributions will be greatly appreciated.
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